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Can Speech Act Theory Save Notice Pleading?
SUSAN E. PROVENZANO*
Countless scholars have debated—and lower courts have attempted to apply—the
plausibility pleading regime that the Supreme Court introduced in Twombly and
Iqbal. Iqbal took Twombly’s requirement that a complaint plead plausibly and turned
it into a two-step test. Under that test, the life or death of a lawsuit rests on the
distinction between “well-pleaded” and “conclusory” allegations. Only the former
are assumed true on a motion to dismiss. Seven decades of pleading precedent had
taken a sensible, if unstable, approach to the truth assumption, making a single cut
between factual contentions (assumed true) and legal conclusions (ignored). But
Iqbal redrew those lines. It treats as legal conclusions an entire subset of factual
allegations and does so whenever, in the Court’s view, those facts are presented too
generally or too rhetorically. To date, the contours of “conclusory” have not been
pinned down by legal-theoretic approaches, while lower court reactions range from
conflicting to confused to avoidant. It is clearer than ever that Iqbal left an analytical
void in the wake of its novel pleading inquiry—a void that must be filled in a stable
way while recognizing the FRCP’s normative commitments.
That way is through speech act theory. Speech act theory is a philosophy of
language that employs a descriptive methodology for understanding what speakers
mean with their words. A speech act-theoretic approach targets Iqbal’s central
flaws—failing to treat pleading as an act of communication and ignoring how the
pleader intends her allegations to function in the pleading conversation. Indeed,
Iqbal makes the judge’s omniscient view of meaning the decisive factor.
Furthermore, Iqbal conflates two types of speech acts whose difference was vital preIqbal: allegations meant to report, which merit the truth assumption, and allegations
meant to accuse, which do not. Speech act theory shores up pre-Iqbal instability and
offers a consistent analytical approach for granting allegations the assumption of
truth based on communicative meaning. Using speech act theory to set the
parameters of “conclusory” also opens the doors of discovery to complaints that do
their job as the FRCP intended: providing functional fair notice of the nature of the
plaintiff’s claims and the grounds on which they rest.
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INTRODUCTION
Lawyers and judges are stewards of legal language. If they are not exacting with
its use, law suffers. As David Mellinkoff observed, “bad language usage can hurt
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good law,” while “good language usage can promote respect for good law.”1 In the
words of Chief Justice John Roberts, “Language is the central tool of our trade. . . .
[I]f we’re not fastidious . . . with language, it dilutes the effectiveness and clarity of
the law.”2 In the hands of a legal arbiter, then, poorly used legal language causes
more than word-level confusion; it creates epistemic uncertainty and doubt about
legal rights and obligations. The reader or listener literally does not know what the
legal words are referring to, driving a communication wedge between the governing
and the governed. From both normative and pragmatic standpoints, the governed,
who are the consumers of verbally generated legal standards, must understand what
legal words mean and what they require—and that includes litigants.
If the legal literature is any test, few uses of legal language fail as spectacularly
to inform litigants and lower courts as Ashcroft v. Iqbal’s3 use of the word
“conclusory.”4 On the heels of the Supreme Court’s 2007 decision in Bell Atlantic
Corp. v. Twombly,5 Iqbal confirmed that the touchstone of pleading sufficiency is
“plausibility,” with fair notice to the defendant taking a backseat.6 To pass the
plausibility test, a complaint’s allegations, taken as true, must give rise to a
“reasonable inference” of illegal conduct.7 What Iqbal famously added to this
analysis was a threshold step8 aimed at what Twombly called the “Rule 8 entitlement
requirement.”9 This requirement holds that to be taken as true, an allegation cannot
be “conclusory”; it must instead articulate “well-pled facts.”10 In Iqbal’s hands, this
binary distinction was transformed into a three-tier assessment. The first and third

1. DAVID MELLINKOFF, THE LANGUAGE OF THE LAW 453 (1963); Ronald L. Goldfarb,
Reviewed Work: The Language of the Law by David Mellinkoff, 63 MICH. L. REV. 180, 182
(1964) (reviewing Mellinkoff’s book and its characterization of much of legal language as a
“mysticism of cant [sic] [that] . . . frequently does not accurately communicate”).
2. Interview by Bryan Garner with John Roberts, Chief Justice of the Sup. Ct. of the
U.S., at 00:00–01:30 (Mar. 2, 2007); see also Donald J. Kochan, While Effusive, “Conclusory”
Is Still Quite Elusive: The Story of a Word, Iqbal, and a Perplexing Lexical Inquiry of Supreme
Importance, 73 U. PITT. L. REV. 215, 218 (2011) (“Words are the tools in the lawyer’s work
belt and their use our occupation. The craft suffers if we look at a tool and remain confused
how to use it or cannot understand its operation by others.”).
3. 556 U.S. 662 (2009).
4. See infra notes 13–15.
5. 550 U.S. 544 (2007).
6. 556 U.S. at 678–79 (“Rule 8 marks a notable and generous departure from the
hypertechnical, code-pleading regime of a prior era, but it does not unlock the doors of
discovery for a plaintiff armed with nothing more than conclusions.”); cf. Swierkiewicz v.
Sorema N.A., 534 U.S. 506, 506–07 (2002) (interpreting Rule 8’s “short and plain statement
of the claim” language as requiring the plaintiff simply to “give the defendant fair notice of
what the plaintiff’s claim is and the ground upon which it rests”).
7. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678.
8. Robert G. Bone, Plausibility Pleading Revisited and Revised: A Comment on Ashcroft
v. Iqbal, 85 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 849, 859 (2010) (characterizing Iqbal’s two-pronged inquiry
as a “novel doctrinal contribution”); Alex Reinert, Pleading as Information-Forcing, 75 LAW
& CONTEMP. PROBS. 1, 2 (2012) (explaining that the Supreme Court had never used
“conclusory” before in the way Iqbal did).
9. 550 U.S. at 557.
10. 556 U.S. at 679.
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tiers capture what was already plain: allegations with “sufficient factual matter” are
assumed true on a motion to dismiss, but a purely “formulaic recitation” or
“threadbare recital” of a claim’s elements are not.11 But the second tier was
unprecedented. Here Iqbal placed allegations whose communicative thrust is
undoubtedly factual, but whose generality marked them as “naked assertions,” “bare
assertions,” and “mere labels and conclusions” undeserving of the truth
assumption.12 In constructing this new tier, Iqbal legally and semantically equated
factual contentions with legal conclusions, a false equivalence with serious pleading
consequences—namely, the ultimate say over a lawsuit’s viability.13
Iqbal’s “conclusory” analysis has generated over a decade of criticism14 and lower

11. Id. at 679–81.
12. Id.; see Luke Meier, Why Twombly is Good Law (But Poorly Drafted) and Iqbal Will
Be Overturned, 87 IND. L.J. 709, 748 (2012) (discussing this category of “conclusory factual
allegations”).
13. See Adam N. Steinman, The Pleading Problem, 62 STAN. L. REV. 1293, 1298 (2010)
(“The key question” to pleading survival is “whether an allegation may be disregarded as
conclusory under the Iqbal framework.”); Edward A. Hartnett, Taming Twombly: An Update
After Matrixx, 75 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 37, 39–40 (2012) (acknowledging that under
Iqbal, “the distinction between factual allegations and conclusory allegations is crucial”
because it drives the truth assumption).
14. See, e.g., Adam Steinman, Notice Pleading in Exile, 41 CARDOZO L. REV. 1057, 1063
n.37 (2020) (“Following Twombly and Iqbal, much academic commentary declared the end of
notice pleading.”) [hereinafter Steinman, Exile]; Robin J. Effron, Putting the “Notice” Back
into Pleading, 41 CARDOZO L. REV. 981, 982–83 & n.6 (2020) (noting the chorus of scholars
who “panned” these decisions “as an unnecessarily harsh restriction on court access for
plaintiffs”); Adam N. Steinman, The Rise and Fall of Plausibility Pleading, 69 VAND. L. REV.
333, 335–36, 335 n.5 (2016) (“Twombly and Iqbal unleashed a torrent of scholarly reaction—
largely critical—with many arguing that plausibility pleading had fundamentally recalibrated
federal litigation, undermining access to justice and the private enforcement of substantive
law.”) [hereinafter Steinman, Rise and Fall]; A. Benjamin Spencer, Pleading and Access to
Civil Justice: A Response to Twiqbal Apologists, 60 U.C.L.A. L. REV. 1710, 1712 & nn.4–9
(2013) (cataloging the categories of criticism, including the charge that Iqbal “sidestep[ped]
the established rule amendment process,” and that the opinion suffers from “overinclusiveness,
subjectivity, and disruptiveness”); Karen Petroski, Iqbal and Interpretation, 39 FLA. ST. U. L.
REV. 417, 418 & nn.3–4 (2012) (reviewing the post-Iqbal critical literature).
This is not to suggest that the literature accounts are purely negative. Professor Robin Effron’s
2020 article remarks that many “lauded” Iqbal (and Twombly) “as a long-overdue remedy for
an ‘explosion’ of expensive litigation.” Effron, supra, at 981–82, 982 n.2 (citing sources). For
his part, Professor Benjamin Spencer identifies three threads of “Twiqbal apologies”: (1) Iqbal
and Twombly are consistent with traditional pleading rules; (2) Iqbal and Twombly have had
negligible practical impact, with “little-to-no increase in [dismissal] grant rates in the
aggregate”; and (3) Iqbal and Twombly changed pleading doctrine for the better, curbing strike
suits and discovery abuse and promoting litigation efficiency. Spencer, supra, at 1713–14 &
nn.10–16.
Other commentators are “agnostic” about Iqbal’s impact, or contend that its effects on
pleading doctrine and practice are overstated. See, e.g., Petroski, supra, at 428–30 nn.53–56.
Still others work within the Twiqbal system but do not normatively endorse it; for example,
Professor Kiel Brennan-Marquez deconstructs Twombly’s plausibility architecture,
contending that the plausibility analysis is at heart an abductive reasoning process in which
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court confusion.15 At the district and appellate levels, courts performing the
conclusory analysis have taken irreconcilable positions on, for example, allegations
that a defendant engaged in bribery,16 that a defendant exercised day-to-day control
over workers or an enterprise,17 that prison officials deliberately denied inmates
medical care,18 and that employers harbored discriminatory mindsets.19 One court
dismissed an inmate’s race-based equal protection claim because it deemed
“conclusory” his allegation that no white prisoner had ever been treated the same as
he had been, even though he described his abusive treatment along with the prison’s
practice of assigning older black inmates to violent dormitories while assigning
others to less violent areas.20 This wasn’t enough; the court wanted specifics on the
white prisoners’ comparative housing, medical care, and conditions of confinement—
information unattainable prediscovery.21 Compounding the inconsistency and
confusion are the Supreme Court’s post-Iqbal decisions, which have sidestepped
Iqbal’s most troubling aspects and continue to refer to pre-Iqbal precedent,22 leaving

the pled facts are taken as a conclusion and surrounding context is used to identify the most
promising of competing hypotheses. Kiel Brennan-Marquez, The Epistemology of Twombly
and Iqbal, 26 REGENT U. L. REV. 167, 193–94 (2014).
15. Professor Alex Reinert offers an illuminating look at the post-Iqbal lower court
confusion about “conclusory” across an array of allegation types and legal issues. See Reinert,
supra note 8, at 10–16 & nn.67–98. Professors Steinman and Effron’s recent articles analyze
lower court decisions with contrasting views on the continued viability of notice pleading postIqbal. See Steinman, Exile, supra note 14, at 1065–67, 1076; Effron, supra note 14, at 121.
16. Reinert, supra note 8, at 11 n.74 (citing conflicting cases).
17. Id. at 12 n.77 (citing conflicting cases).
18. Id. at nn.83 & 85 (citing conflicting cases).
19. Id. at n.84 (citing conflicting cases).
20. Carrea v. California, No. EDCV 07-1148-CAS (MAN), 2009 WL 1770130, at *2–3,
*9 (C. D. Cal. June 18, 2009). The plaintiff had also alleged that he was African American,
that he and other older African American inmates had been housed in dormitories where older
blacks were outnumbered by younger Hispanics and attacked as a result, that he himself had
been attacked five times in this dormitory over a two-week period, and that specifically
identified prison officials watched and did nothing. Id. at *3. He also alleged in detail how
prison officials failed to get him the medical treatment he needed as a result of these attacks.
Id.
21. Id. at *9.
22. Reinert, supra note 8, at 2 (“Even the Supreme Court has continued to sow the
confusion, by citing to pre-Twombly pleading law instead of Iqbal or Twombly . . . .”);
Steinman, Exile, supra note 14, at 1065–67, 1075–78 (discussing Supreme Court and Circuit
Court of Appeals cases adhering to the fair notice doctrine post-Iqbal); see, e.g., Skinner v.
Switzer, 562 U.S. 521 (2011) (citing pre-Iqbal pleading precedent on pleading sufficiency but
ultimately deciding the case on other grounds); Matrixx Initiatives, Inc. v. Siracusano, 563
U.S. 27 (2011) (upholding the sufficiency of plaintiffs’ securities’ fraud claims without
explicitly addressing conclusoriness); Wood v. Moss, 572 U.S. 744 (2014) (holding that
plaintiff’s Bivens claim failed the plausibility standard without passing on whether allegations
about government officials’ intent were conclusory); Fifth Third Bancorp v. Dudenhoeffer,
573 U.S. 409 (2014) (remanding for plausibility analysis but suggesting only traditional
pleading sufficiency failures, not problems with conclusory allegations); Johnson v. City of
Shelby, 574 U.S. 10 (2014) (per curiam) (upholding the complaint’s legal theory sufficiency
and deeming Iqbal and Twombly inapplicable because they “concern the factual contentions a
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“conclusory” a powerful but impenetrable analytical mystery.23
The scholarly criticism of Iqbal, though robust and innovative, has stayed within
the confines of legal theory. Commentators have thoughtfully composed legal theory
responses to what “conclusory” means, ranging from lexical definitions,
transactional definitions, sensory-perceptible definitions, and definitions based on
inferential chains, to advocating textual interpretive methods and downplaying the
role of “conclusory” to overruling Iqbal.24 What unites these approaches is their legal
theoretic effort to construct an objective measure of “conclusory.” But even under
these legal-theoretic approaches, “conclusory” remains indeterminate and a function
of outsider-imposed meaning.25
This Article offers an alternative solution to the meaning of “conclusory,” one
that frames the parties’ pleading conversation in terms of speech act theory, a
philosophy of language that accounts for how speakers in rule-bound conversations
accomplish things with words.26 A speech act-theoretic approach avoids problems
with externally imposed meaning while providing a normatively compatible
measuring rod for determining an allegation’s entitlement to the truth assumption:
communicative meaning. It was communicative meaning that the FRCP embraced

complaint must contain”); Omnicare, Inc. v. Laborers Dist. Council Constr. Indus. Pension
Fund, 575 U.S. 175 (2015) (remanding false registration “omission” claim under the 1933
Securities Act to determine whether the complaint sufficiently identified facts omitted from
the issuer’s misleading opinion, rather than deeming the current allegations conclusory); see
also Steinman, Rise and Fall, supra note 14, at 367–80 (analyzing the above six cases and
contending that they “confirm and reinvigorate the simplified notice-pleading approach that
the Federal Rules’ original drafters put into place”).
23. Confusion and inconsistency are not the only problems; studies have documented
post-Iqbal dismissal increases for certain claim types as well as deterrence effects on plaintiffs’
filings. Steinman, Rise and Fall, supra note 14, at 350 nn.97–100 (citing studies). The full
empirical picture is not yet clear. Id.
24. See infra Section IV.A.
25. Steinman, Rise and Fall, supra note 14, at 383 (acknowledging that the “conclusory”
analysis presents “an unavoidable level-of-generality problem,” presenting “difficult
questions that may elude perfectly coherent answers”); Kochan, supra note 2, at 303
(acknowledging that lexical definitions “do not provide a clear answer” to the meaning of
“conclusory”); Meier, supra note 12, at 751–52 (constructing a “working definition” of
conclusory is “not an easy task” as it “represents an opinion as to whether the alleged fact
follows from the supporting fact. It is a pejorative term.”); see also Reinert, supra note 8, at
10 (conceding that Iqbal’s guidance on conclusory is limited to “an allegation that merely
mirrors the elements of a cause of action is conclusory and not to be credited”); Stephen R.
Brown, Reconstructing Pleading: Twombly, Iqbal, and the Limited Role of the Plausibility
Inquiry, 43 AKRON L. REV. 1265, 1286 (2010) (“Defining conclusory is a difficult task, partly
because the Federal Rules attempted to move away from the language of ‘facts,’ ‘ultimate
facts,’ and ‘conclusions’ . . . .”); see also infra Section IV.A.
26. The theory “offers a systematic approach for uncovering the complex relationship
between uttering words and what one does by uttering them.” Monica R. Cowart,
Understanding Acts of Consent: Using Speech Act Theory To Help Resolve Moral Dilemmas
and Legal Disputes, 23 L. & PHIL., 495, 496–97 (2004). The theory’s function is literally
confirmed by the title of its foundational tome, J.L. Austin’s How To Do Things with Words.
J.L. AUSTIN, HOW TO DO THINGS WITH WORDS (J.O. Urmson & Marina Sbisà eds., Harvard
Univ. Press 2d ed. 1975); see infra Section I.A.
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when it rejected formalism for realism, conceiving of pleading as a conversation
between the plaintiff and the defendant, not as between the judge and the precedent.27
And it is conversation to which speech act theory is directed, understanding meaning
pragmatically by way of a speaker’s communicative intent and its effect on the
listener.28
Part I of this Article introduces speech act theory, a rigorous descriptive
methodology that “attempts to explain how the utterances of a speaker are related to
the surrounding world,”29 including utterances made within extralinguistic contexts
whose constitutive rules deem only certain language to “count.”30 Working within
those rules, speech act theory helps explain “the way that law uses language,”31 as
well as how the law should treat language.32 To develop that explanation, Part I starts
with the common roots and meaning concerns uniting speech act theory and legal
theory. It then explains speech act theory’s methodology for defining and
categorizing speech acts, constructing from these regulative rules a theoretical and
analytical framework for assessing legal speech acts. Applying that framework to the
law of defamation and the law of evidence as examples, this Part shows how speech
act theory can account for the law’s treatment of language across legal domains. This

27. See infra Section II.A.
28. See infra Section I.A.
29. Peter Meijes Tiersma, The Language of Offer and Acceptance: Speech Acts and the
Question of Intent, 74 CAL. L. REV. 189, 194 (1986).
30. Ross Charnock, Overruling as a Speech Act: Performativity and Normative
Discourse, 41 J. PRAGMATICS 401, 417–22 (2009); DICK W.P. RUITER, INSTITUTIONAL LEGAL
FACTS: LEGAL POWERS AND THEIR EFFECTS 53–59 (1993); Carlos L. Bernal, A SPEECH ACT
ANALYSIS OF JUDICIAL DECISIONS, 1. Eur. J. Legal Stud. 398–99 (2008); see also FRANS H.
VAN EEMEREN & ROB GROOTENDORST, A SYSTEMATIC THEORY OF ARGUMENTATION: THE
PRAGMA-DIALECTICAL APPROACH 62 (2004) (discussing how speech acts only form arguments
if they function in the context and situation of the discussion of an issue causing disagreement).
31. Larry Solum, Legal Theory Lexicon: Speech Acts, LEGAL THEORY BLOG (Aug. 25,
2019),
https://lsolum.typepad.com/legaltheory/2019/08/legal-theory-lexicon-speech-acts
.html [perma.cc/Q5NH-7SPD].
32. Scholars across disciplines have proposed speech act theory solutions to a wide array
of legal interpretive problems. See Tiersma, supra note 29 (contract law); Peter Meijes
Tiersma, The Language of Defamation, 66 TEX. L. REV. 303 (1987) (defamation law);
Marianne Constable, Law as a Claim to Justice: Legal History and Legal Speech Acts, 1 UC
IRVINE L. REV. 631 (2011) (legal history); Michael Hancher, Speech Acts and the Law, in
LANGUAGE USE AND THE USES OF LANGUAGE 245 (Roger W. Shuy & Anna Shnukal eds., 1980)
(defamation, property, and evidence); Pintip Hompluem Dunn, How Judges Overrule: Speech
Act Theory and the Doctrine of Stare Decisis, 113 YALE L.J. 493 (2003) (judicial overruling);
Harm Kloosterhuis, Reconstructing Complex Analogy Argumentation in Judicial Decisions:
A Pragma-Dialectical Perspective, 19 ARGUMENTATION 471 (2005) (judicial reasoning);
Charnock, supra note 30 (judicial overruling); Bernal, supra note 30 (judicial reasoning);
Alexandra J. Roberts, How To Do Things with Word Marks: A Speech-Act Theory of
Distinctiveness, 65 ALA. L. REV. 1035 (2014) (intellectual property law); Bradley J. Pew, How
To Incite Crime with Words: Clarifying Brandenburg’s Incitement Test with Speech Act
Theory, 2015 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1087 (2015) (free speech); Monica R. Cowart, Understanding
Acts of Consent: Using Speech Act Theory To Help Resolve Moral Dilemmas and Legal
Disputes, 23 L. & PHIL. 495 (2004) (the law of consent).
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sets the stage for Part II’s application of speech act theory to pleading doctrine, a
previously unexplored domain.
Part II examines how the realist impetus for the FRCP yielded constitutive
pleading rules with a primary focus on plaintiff-defendant communication, the same
conversational emphasis as speech act theory. This communicative focus of pleading
review was affirmed by landmark Supreme Court pleading precedent before Iqbal.
Through the doctrine of functional fair notice, the Court put pleader meaning and
defendant understanding front and center. As for the truth assumption, this precedent
distinguished only Iqbal’s first and third tier cuts between factual contentions and
legal contentions and was unconcerned with factual generality.33 This precedent also
considered how the defendant would understand the allegations in context with the
information the defendant already had. Regrettably, while making the basic factuallegal contention cut, this precedent never established a consistent method of
distinguishing factual from legal contentions, paving the way for Iqbal’s truth
assumption slide.
Part III argues that Iqbal, with a little help from Twombly, abandoned the
communicative approach to pleading review. Iqbal treats the complaint as an acontextual verbal artifact, an abstract set of utterances with meaning borne of judicial
dissection, uninformed by the parties to the pleading conversation. Its three-tier
review for conclusory allegations also produced two doctrinal shifts: one in the
measure of Rule 8’s truth assumption specifically and one in the role of fair notice
generally. When the Iqbal allegations are run through speech act theory’s regulative
rules integrating pleading’s constitutive rules, it shows that the allegations most vital
to the claim’s survival should have been taken as true, and that Iqbal’s complaint as
a whole provided functional fair notice.
Part IV implements the speech act theory solution in pleading cases. It first
distinguishes existing legal theoretic approaches from a speech act-theoretic
approach to stabilizing the conclusory analysis. Using an illustrative case, this Part
then shows how speech act theory operates within pleading’s current constitutive
rules—including the “conclusory” constraint—to pin down the truth assumption.
Running a complaint through speech act theory’s regulative rules tells us how
allegations should or should not count towards legal sufficiency: if allegations have
the communicative “illocutionary force” and “perlocutionary effects”34 of reporting
verifiable facts, the truth assumption applies. If allegations have the illocutionary
force and perlocutionary effects of ascribing legal responsibility, they do not.
Because this task resembles the pre-Iqbal functional fair notice analysis, but is
grounded in speech act theory’s analytical tools, this approach solves for prior
instability and the indeterminacy that remains in legal-theoretic definitions of
“conclusory.” And it does so compatibly with the FRCP’s normative commitments
to treating pleading as a conversation with the core aim of functional fair notice.

33. Shaky though the philosophical distinction between law and facts may be, it has been
a functional hallmark of legal sufficiency analysis since 1938. See infra notes 152–53
(discussing scholarly debates over the law-fact distinction).
34. As explained in Section I.A, illocutionary force refers to the speaker’s communicative
meaning, as determined by speech act theory’s methodology, while perlocutionary effects
examine the words’ impact on the listener to reflect back on that meaning.
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I. SPEECH ACT THEORY AND THE LAW
Ever since David Mellinkoff pronounced, “The law is a profession of words,”35
law has been understood as a language- and communication-driven discipline.36 And
ever since H.L.A. Hart applied the philosophy of language to the philosophy of law,
the meaning and function of legal communication have been the subject of serious
study.37 In his mid-century work, Hart applied an analytical method for deciphering
what legal communications mean using the theory of speech acts.38 That theory was
the brainchild of British philosopher J.L. Austin and his compatriots,39 who
developed the theory with the aim to define, explain, and categorize how

35. MELLINKOFF, supra note 1.
36. Anna Trosborg, Statutes and Contracts: An Analysis of Legal Speech Acts in the
English Language of the Law, 23 J. PRAGMATICS 31, 32 (1995) (“Language, central to human
affairs, assumes a particularly critical role in law. In fact, in a very basic sense, law would not
exist without language.”); Deborah Cao, Legal Speech Acts as Intersubjective Communicative
Action, in INTERPRETATION, LAW AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING 65, 65 (Anne Wagner,
Wouter Werner & Deborah Cao eds., 2007) (“Law relies on language and particularly, it relies
on the performative nature of language use. . . . By uttering words, one accepts public and
private legal responsibilities and assumes legal roles and qualities.”).
37. H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW (1961); Vitaly Ogleznev, Ascriptive Speech Act
and Legal Language, 28 SHS WEB OF CONFS. 1, 1 (2016), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers
.cfm?abstract_id=2796007 [https://perma.cc/UR67-9BM4] (describing H.L.A. Hart’s
contribution to the founding of analytical legal philosophy, which involves a “philosophical
explication of the content of legal language, taking into account its features that distinguish it
from an ordinary language”).
38. See generally H.L.A. Hart, The Ascription of Responsibility and Rights, 49
PROCEEDINGS ARISTOTELIAN SOC’Y 171 (1948). Hart’s adaptation of speech act theory for
legal communication drew on J.L. Austin’s original work. See id. at 185; RUITER, supra note
30, at 37 (“The writings of H.L.A. Hart obviously owe a good deal to the ideas of J.L.
Austin.”). Both Hart and Austin were members of London’s Aristotelian Society, founded in
1880 with the charge of the “systematic study of Philosophy.” H. Wildon Carr, The Fiftieth
Session: A Retrospect, 29 PROCEEDINGS OF THE ARISTOTELIAN SOC’Y 359, 360 (1929).
39. In 1954–55, Austin presented a decade’s worth of his study on speech acts at the
William James Lectures at Harvard University. These lectures were eventually compiled into
the slim tome “How To Do Things with Words,” conveying Austin’s revolutionary ideas about
the philosophy of language in jaunty prose. AUSTIN, supra note 26.
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communicators use language and how listeners grasp it.40 Speech act theory strives
to capture how people speak and are understood in everyday conversation, as well as
how language operates in institutionalized contexts.41 But above all, speech act
theory seeks to understand how words perform actions. In settling on this theoretic
focus, Austin was initially reacting to logical positivism, a theory holding that
language’s primary value lay in its referential powers; that is, in its ability to report
or describe things in the world.42 To the contrary, Austin viewed words’ referential
function as but a small portion of their work.43 Across contexts, he saw

40. Paul Amselek, Philosophy of Law and the Theory of Speech Acts, 1 RATIO JURIS. 187,
200 (1988) (discussing how speech act theory “highlight[s] the fact that in our interpersonal
relations all our language acts are, by definition, intentional. We speak with a specific purpose
in mind, we express ourselves, we use our facility for verbal expression with certain specific
goals in mind.”). In this sense, speech act theory, and the philosophy of language in general,
is distinct from the field of linguistics. JOHN R. SEARLE, SPEECH ACTS: AN ESSAY IN THE
PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE 3 (1979) (distinguishing linguistics as “attending to the ordinary
use of particular words or other elements in a particular language” from the philosophy of
language, which strives for a philosophical understanding of “certain general features of
language, such as reference, truth, meaning, and necessity”); see also Tiersma, supra note 29,
at 193–94 (“A linguist might be concerned with how the sounds of ‘hello’ are produced and
perceived, and might find that the greeting is unusual syntactically because it does not require
a subject and verb. The philosopher of language, on the other hand, is more interested in ‘hello’
as an expression of the speaker’s intent to greet another, and in how the hearer will interpret
the utterance within the context of the conversation.”).
41. Solum, supra note 31 (“Speech act theory focuses on the ways in which language
(both oral and written) can be used to perform actions. . . . [S]peech act theory helps to explain
the way that the law uses language.”).
42. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 1 (“It was for too long the assumption of philosophers that
the business of a ‘statement’ can only be to ‘describe’ some state of affairs or to ‘state some
fact,’ which it must do either truly or falsely.”); Siobhan Chapman, Getting the Philosopher
Out of the Armchair, in J.L. AUSTIN ON LANGUAGE 108 (Brian Garvey ed., 2014) (“For the
logical positivists, the fact that a statement could be expressed in everyday language was no
guarantee that it was meaningful. Meaningful statements, those which could play a legitimate
part in scientific discussion, were restricted to analytic statements that were necessarily true
by virtue of the meanings of the words they contained . . . .”). This philosophic view of
language was rooted in Aristotle’s conception of logic, which privileged assertions with truth
values. ARISTOTLE, DE INTERPRETATIONE § 4, 17a 1-5, reprinted in 1 THE COMPLETE WORKS
OF ARISTOTLE: THE REVISED OXFORD TRANSLATION 25, 26 (Jonathan Barnes ed., J. L. Ackrill
trans., 1984) (“The present investigation deals with the statement-making sentence; the others
we can dismiss, since consideration of them belongs rather to the study of rhetoric or poetry.”).
43. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 2 (“It has come to be commonly held that many utterances
which look like statements are either not intended at all, or only intended in part, to record or
impart straightforward information about the facts.”); see also Ogleznev, supra note 37, at 1–
2 (explaining Austin’s “revolutionary contention” that descriptive reports with truth value are
not the philosophical apex of language use); Jonathan Yovel, What Is Contract Law “About”?
Speech Act Theory and a Critique of “Skeletal Promises”, 94 NW. U. L. REV. 937, 939 (2000)
(“Theories of performative language all share the basic insight: that language is not primarily
about meaning . . . . Rather, in this view, language is primarily about action—speech and texts
are acts, and they perform things in the social world and bring about different kinds of effects.”
(emphasis in original) (citing 1 JÜRGEN HABERMAS, THE THEORY OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION
(1981))).
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communication filled with statements producing action, rather than simply reporting
external phenomena.44 He observed, for example, that uttering marriage vows creates
marital status; wagering commits the speaker to pay if she is wrong; and declaring
war sets a conflict in motion.45 Austin aptly dubbed such utterances in which “saying
makes it so” “performative.”46
Speech act theory’s stress on performatives is precisely what makes the theory
valuable to law, which, as Hart recognized, is filled with purpose-driven verbal
acts.47 Hart saw that legal language also does things, rather than just describing
things. Claiming rights, lodging accusations, and assigning responsibility, Hart
observed, were everyday verbal acts with legal consequences.48 And they remain so
today, along with many others. A verbal promise initiates a contract;49 a statute’s
language creates rights and obligations;50 judicial holdings develop the law and alter
parties’ legal status;51 and a will’s language enacts a bequest.52 From the standpoint
of legal liability, words can defame;53 a witness’s testimony can lead to a perjury
conviction; trademarks turn words into competitive protections;54 and words
constituting “true threats” invite criminal prosecution.55 It is not surprising, then, that

44. See AUSTIN, supra note 26, at lecture 1–11.
45. See id. at 5–7.
46. Id. at 6–7.
47. Amselek, supra note 40, at 196 (“A legal act is thus a speech act which tells its own
story . . . which consists in expressing and in expressing itself at the same time. It is thanks to
these signs that it is possible in practice to recognise a law making act, which is at one and the
same time an explicit performative and a detailed description.”).
48. Hart, supra note 38, at 170, 185.
49. See generally Trosborg, supra note 36 (conducting an empirical study of the types
and uses of legal speech acts in English contract law); Yovel, supra note 43 (examining
contractual promises from a performative language-theoretic view); Tiersma, supra note 29
(using speech act theory to assess the nature of intent in contractual offer and acceptance).
50. See generally Nicholas Allott & Benjamin Shaer, The Illocutionary Force of Laws,
61 INQUIRY: AN INTERDISC. J. OF PHIL. 351 (2018) (analyzing the speech act functions of
statutory enactments); Cao, supra note 36 (using speech act theory to evaluate the act of
legislating).
51. See generally Bernal, supra note 30 (analyzing elements of judicial opinions as
discrete speech acts); Kloosterhuis, supra note 32 (constructing judicial opinions as
declarative-assertive speech acts); Laura E. Little, Hiding with Words: Obfuscation,
Avoidance, and Federal Jurisdiction Opinions, 46 UCLA L. REV. 75, 93 (1998) (analyzing
Supreme Court holding paragraphs as speech acts because “[i]t is this portion of the opinion
that is closest to what J.L. Austin called a performative utterance, a language act that not only
says something but also does something”); Dunn, supra note 32 (using speech act theory to
analyze acts of judicial overruling); Charnock, supra note 30 (using speech act theory to
analyze acts of judicial overruling).
52. See AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 5.
53. See generally Tiersma, supra note 32; Hancher, supra note 32, at 246–47.
54. See generally, Roberts, supra note 32 (arguing that speech act theory should inform
the distinctiveness test in trademark doctrine).
55. See generally Pew, supra note 32 (using speech act theory to analyze the types of
speech directed towards inciting unlawful action).
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the U.S. legal system has been described as “the most elaborate formal context ever
invented by mankind for lending permanence to the effects of human speech acts.”56
Speech act theory is not just practically suited to assessing legal communication,
it is philosophically congruent as well.57 The theory has the potential to unite
disparate strains of legal philosophy.58 More broadly, “the theory of speech acts . . .
opens up new possibilities for legal philosophy”;59 it brings “new methods of
investigation and analysis which are well-adapted to tackling legal issues.”60 Speech
act theory isolates the performative element that makes legal rules “legal” and further
offers a framework for assessing a legal utterance’s content, functions, and success.61
In many ways, law and speech act theory are candidates for long-term theoretic
compatibility: “[s]peech-act theory and the law are made of much the same stuff.
Pragmatic concepts such as authority, verifiability, and obligation are basic to both.
Each elaborates and refines ordinary language behavior, the one descriptively and
the other prescriptively. Such compatibility argues for a lasting marriage.”62
Bridging from the theoretical to the analytical, Section I.A develops the
methodology of speech act theory in its conventional form. The conventional account
of speech act theory starts from the premise that language is a rule-governed form of
behavior.63 It extracts those rules from the bottom up, reconstructing them from
language usage, and then employs those rules—termed “regulative”—to categorize

56. RUITER, supra note 30, at 37 (creating a detailed taxonomy of speech acts in the law).
57. Hancher, supra note 32, at 254 (arguing for the “special relevance” of speech act
theory to legal theory: “In order for writing on legal language to remain useful and to be taken
seriously, it must incorporate those ideas which cut across linguistic theories.” (quoting the
linguist Nicole Kermish, Language and the Law: A Review of the Literature (1975)
(unpublished manuscript))); see also Constable, supra note 32, at 631 (“The study of law as a
series of [legal] speech acts . . . reorients current tired debates in the legal scholarship of several
fields.”).
58. Constable, supra note 32, at 636 (contending that legal positivists and natural lawyers
agree that law “somehow tells us what do to” through language activities: “[t]he telling of law
takes place today through speech acts”).
59. RUITER, supra note 30, at 37 (“The striking parallels between linguistic problems dealt
with by speech act theory and some of the most puzzling questions of legal theory have
inspired legal theorists for some time now.”); Amselek, supra note 40, at 187–88 (contending
that the “[p]hilosophy of law should feel particularly challenged by the theory of speech acts”
because “the very object of its study is constituted” by “laws or legal utterances” and because
the founders of speech act theory “often relied on examples borrowed from the legal world”).
60. Solum, supra note 31 (“[S]peech act theory helps to explain the way that law uses
language . . . . In a very general way, speech act theory is helpful simply because it allows us
to understand legal phenomena from a new angle.”); RUITER, supra note 30, at 39 (contending
that speech act theory provides “insights into law-creating acts”). An excellent example of this
is Cowart’s article, which uses speech act theory to “provide a theoretically grounded
conception of consent” across legal theories. Cowart, supra note 32, at 495.
61. Amselek, supra note 40, at 194, 199 (“The theory of speech acts is, in my opinion, a
general foundation which provides legal philosophy with an adequate method of approaching
the legal utterances with which it is confronted. It also provides a general orientation and
framework for analysis and research.”).
62. Hancher, supra note 32, at 254.
63. AUSTIN, supra note 26; SEARLE, supra note 40.
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speech acts by type.64 Based on these regulative rules, Section I.A builds a
framework for analyzing legal speech acts. Section I.B then applies that framework
to two important domains in the law, illustrating how speech act theory integrated
with law’s constitutive rules can determine when legal verbal performances “count.”
A. Speech Act Theory: How To Do Things with Words
Speech act theory has multiple accounts,65 but the work of Austin and his student,
John R. Searle, are the most influential, particularly among law scholars.66 As a
conventional account of speech act theory, theirs is well-suited to analyzing speech
acts in institutionalized contexts, such as regulated games, official proceedings, and
law.67 Between them, Austin and Searle identified systematic components for
categorizing speech acts based on the distinct objectives that speakers have and how
those objectives come across to listeners.68 Collectively, as this section explains,
these components form an analytical framework for assessing speech acts in law and
elsewhere.

64. RUITER, supra note 30, at 39.
65. RUITER, supra note 30, at 38 (“Speech act theory is not ‘classical’ in the sense that it
comprises a generally accepted core of knowledge to which researchers, looking for
applications in their own scientific discipline, can confine themselves.”); see AUSTIN, supra
note 26 (original essay expounding speech act theory and developing its framework); SEARLE,
supra note 40; JOHN R. SEARLE, EXPRESSION AND MEANING: STUDIES IN THE THEORY OF
SPEECH ACTS (Cambridge 1979) [hereinafter SEARLE, EXPRESSION]; JOHN R. SEARLE &
DANIEL VANDERVEKEN, FOUNDATIONS OF ILLOCUTIONARY LOGIC (1985) (progressively
building on Austin’s work to create a more systematic account of the theory); KENT BACH &
ROBERT M. HARNISH, LINGUISTIC COMMUNICATION AND SPEECH ACTS (1979) (merging
Austin's work with H.P. Grice's theory of conversation to develop their own account of speech
act theory); ROBERT M. HARNISH, BASIC TOPICS IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE 40–56
(Prentice Hall 1994); P.F Strawson, Intention and Convention in Speech Acts, 73 PHIL. REV.
439 (1964) (developing an “intentionalist” account of speech act theory, which uses
speaker intention as the measure of a speech act’s force, rather than the rule-driven
conditions of convention); see also Cowart, supra note 32, at 505 (distinguishing Austin
and Searle’s conventional approach from Strawson’s intentionalist approach).
66. See, e.g., Tiersma, supra note 29; Tiersma, supra note 32; Dunn, supra note 32;
Roberts, supra note 32; Pew, supra note 32. The leading scholar in law and speech act
theory—and highly influential in the field of law and language generally—is the late Peter
Tiersma, a linguistics PhD and law professor who brought speech act theory to contemporary
understandings of legal language.
67. See infra Section I.A.3. Indeed, Austin has been criticized for relying too heavily on
legal and other institutional examples in his explication of speech acts. See Cowart, supra note
32, at 505.
68. SEARLE, supra note 40, at 3; Kent Bach, Speech Acts, in ROUTLEDGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF PHILOSOPHY (Taylor and Francis 1998), https://www.rep.routledge.com/articles/thematic
/speech-acts/v-1 [https://perma.cc/PFY9-49G3] (explaining these primary objectives of
speech act theory).
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1. The Speech Act Taxonomy
The body of Austin and Searle’s works builds a taxonomy of speech acts based
on communicative function. Originally, Austin made just one speech act cut, a
distinction between “performatives” and “constatives,” roughly captured by
“statements that say” versus “statements that do”—or put another way, words with
and without associated truth values.69 Searle’s taxonomy originated from Austin’s
eventual realization that the constative-performative relationship is not precisely one
of opposition—that is, truth value versus no truth value, saying versus doing—but
rather one of variation. Constatives do perform speech acts—specifically, the act of
“stating.”70 Performatives have propositional content just as constatives do,71
illustrated in this well-worn example from Searle concerning “Sam” and his or her
smoking habits:
1. Sam smokes habitually.
2. Does Sam smoke habitually?
3. Sam, smoke habitually!
4. Would that Sam smoked habitually.72
Each statement has the same propositional content: all refer to the same subject
(Sam) and all attribute the same quality (smokes habitually) to the subject. But these
statements’ communicative thrusts differ markedly. Statement 1 asserts something
about Sam’s smoking; statement 2 asks something about Sam’s smoking; statement
3 commands Sam to smoke; and statement 4 wishes Sam would smoke more. Called
“illocution” or “illocutionary force,” this dimension of speaker meaning, which can

69. Ogleznev, supra note 37, at 2; AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 3–4. At the outset of his
lectures, Austin viewed constatives as distinct from performative speech acts, in that their
“substantive content exists outside . . . the words,” while in the case of performatives “saying
the statement performs the action” it refers to; there are no external referents for the statement.
Dunn, supra note 32, at 495–96. His performative/constative distinction also leaned heavily
on formal grammatical characteristics, namely, that a performative was an utterance (1)
affirmatively stated; (2) in the present tense; (3) with a first-person pronoun as the subject; (4)
followed by a performative verb; (5) after which came a second-person pronoun. AUSTIN,
supra note 26, at 1–2.
70. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 134 (“‘Stating’ seems to meet all the criteria we had for
distinguishing the illocutionary act.”); id. at 148–49 (“Stating, describing, &c., are just two
names among a very great many others for illocutionary acts; they have no unique position.”
(emphasis in original)); Amselek, supra note 40, at 201 (“Austin recognized that [constatives
and performatives] were simply variations of each other.”); see also Cowart, supra note 32, at
500; Dunn, supra note 32, at 497. These evolutionary insights spanning Austin’s lectures are
not a flaw but a virtue. Austin understood that he was not articulating a comprehensive
philosophy of language but introducing a program of speech act theory that would be refined
and developed over time. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 164.
71. Tiersma, supra note 32, at 305; Tiersma, supra note 29, at 194.
72. SEARLE, supra note 40, at 22–23; RUITER, supra note 30; Cowart, supra note 32.
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differ across utterances with the same propositional content, is central to speech act
theory.73 Searle discerned five species of speech acts on this basis,74 in what is
recognized as an exhaustive classification of illocutionary force:75 assertives,
directives, commissives, declarations, expressives,76 or some combination of these.77
Assertives correspond to the former constatives and have conventional truth
values.78 They perform the verbal act of committing more or less strongly to a
position, varying in force from utterances that guarantee a representation’s truth to
expressing an opinion or even offering a tentative observation.79 For example, “Sam
smokes habitually” is an assertive, reporting on the frequency of Sam’s smoking. So
is “I think Sam smokes a lot” and “Sam definitely smokes far too much,” even though
these statements opine more than report. Next in the taxonomy, a directive performs
the verbal act of trying to get the listener to do or stop doing something.80 “Sam,
smoke habitually,” or the more health-conscious “Sam, stop smoking,” are
directives. But directives too can vary in force from requests (“Sam, please stop
smoking.”) to giving advice (“Sam, it would benefit your health to stop smoking.”)
to orders (“Sam, you must stop smoking right now!”).81 Commissives, in contrast to
directives, commit the speaker to act rather than promote listener action:82 “Sam, I
will support your efforts to stop smoking in any way I can” is a commissive; likewise,

73. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 148 (representing that the “general theory” of speech acts
is the “doctrine of locutionary and illocutionary acts”); id. at 103 (“Our interest in these
lectures is to fasten on the second, illocutionary act and contrast it with the other two.”); id. at
94–164 (devoting his later lectures to explaining and classifying speech acts by illocutionary
force); SEARLE, supra note 40, at 23 (“Austin baptized these complete speech acts with the
name ‘illocutionary acts.’”); Peter Meijes Tiersma, The Language of Perjury: Literal Truth,
Ambiguity, and the False Statement Requirement, 63 S. CAL. L. REV. 373, 380 (1990) (positing
that the “crucial question” in speech act theory is “How does the speaker intend the hearer to
understand the utterance?”).
74. SEARLE, supra note 40, at 69 (casting utterances with different illocutions as distinct
“species” of speech acts).
75. RUITER, supra note 30.
76. The “expressives” category encompasses statements in which the speaker conveys an
attitude about something. SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 15; RUITER, supra note 30,
at 45. Examples include thanking, congratulating, apologizing, deploring, and welcoming.
SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 15. Because expressives do not play a role in pleading
doctrine, this Article does not discuss them further.
77. SEARLE, supra note 40; RUITER, supra note 30, at 44.
78. SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 12–13.
79. Searle offers additional assertives: insisting, swearing, and hypothesizing. SEARLE,
EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 13. Bach adds affirming, alleging, announcing, answering,
attributing, claiming, classifying, concurring, confirming, conjecturing, denying, disagreeing,
disclosing, disputing, identifying, informing, insisting, predicting, ranking, reporting, stating,
stipulating. Bach, supra note 68.
80. SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 13–14.
81. Searle’s additional directive examples are asking, commanding, begging, pleading,
praying, entreating, inviting, permitting, and perhaps even daring, defying, and challenging.
SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 14. Beyond these, Bach gives us admonishing,
dismissing, excusing, forbidding, instructing, requiring, suggesting, urging, and warning.
Bach, supra note 68.
82. SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 14.
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“Sam, let me help you find ways to stop smoking.” Commissives encompass
agreeing, inviting, offering, promising, swearing, and volunteering.83 Declarations
are verbal acts that call a state of affairs into being,84 making reality match the
statement’s propositional content.85 In more colloquial terms, declarations “make
something the case.”86 For example, “Sam, you are being fired for smoking in our
building” is a declarative altering Sam’s employment status. “Sam, you’re under
arrest for violating the municipal smoking ordinance” changes Sam’s legal status.
The speech act taxonomy also instructs how to distinguish among species of
speech acts with three defining aspects of illocutionary force:87 (1) an utterance’s
illocutionary point; (2) its direction of fit; and (3) its sincerity conditions.88
Illocutionary point simply refers to the primary communicative purpose of the act
and is captured in Searle’s five-part taxonomy.89 Direction of fit is a tiebreaker of
sorts when an utterance’s classification is debatable. It refers to the way in which the
speaker’s words correspond to the outside world.90 Speech acts with a “word to
world” fit match their propositional content to external verifiable conditions in the
world. Thus, assertives, which represent real-world happenings or conditions, have
word-to-world fit, while commissives and directives have world-to-word fit.91 For
example, by committing to attend an event or by putting an offer on a house, the
speaker pledges to match his real-world actions to these words. In asking a friend for
a ride or ordering a pizza from a restaurant server, the speaker strives for the listener’s
real-world actions to match his words. Declarations have both directions of fit. They
simultaneously create new states of affairs—causing reality to fit the utterance—and
describe that new state. Put simply, for world-to-word speech acts, the words precede
or affect the reality. For word-to-world speech acts, reality precipitates the words.
The third defining aspect of illocutionary force, sincerity conditions, refers to the
generic psychological state expressed by each speech act in the taxonomy.92 For
assertives, the sincerity condition is belief. The speaker’s utterance must convey that
he or she believes the truth of what is being said. For directives, the condition is want.
The utterance must on its face show that the speaker desires some act by the listener.
For commissives, the condition is intention; the utterance must convey that the

83. Bach, supra note 68.
84. SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 16–20; Allot et al., supra note 50, at 354.
85. Bach, supra note 68.
86. Bernal, supra note 30, at 401–03.
87. In all, Searle identified twelve, but deemed these three the most critical and built his
taxonomy around them. Id. at 400.
88. SEARLE, supra note 40; Ogleznev, supra note 37, at 3 (identifying illocutionary force,
direction of fit, and sincerity conditions as the key indicators of speech acts’ classification).
89. RUITER, supra note 30, at 43–44.
90. SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, 3–4.
91. Id.
92. Searle elaborates: “In the performance of any illocutionary act with a propositional
content, the speaker expresses some attitude, state, etc., to that propositional content.” Id. at 4.
Importantly, the sincerity condition for a speech act does not refer to a speaker’s subjective
mindset. Even if the speaker is lying about what happened or never intends to make good on
her promise, her speech act “nonetheless expresses a belief, desire, intention, regret or pleasure
in the performance of the speech act.” Id. A person would never say out loud, “I state that [X]
but do not believe that [X]” or “I promise that [X] but I do not intend that [X].” Id. at 5.
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speaker plans to follow through. To the extent that declarations simultaneously
describe the new state of affairs that they have brought about, the sincerity condition
is belief: the utterance must convey the speaker’s belief that this new reality exists.93
In Searle’s taxonomy, these three aspects of illocutionary force are definitive: they
are the analytic determinants of any given speech act’s type.
2. Speech Act Dimensions
Two more speech act dimensions accompany illocution:94 (1) locution, or an
utterance’s semantic meaning;95 and (2) perlocution, an utterance’s effect on the
listener.96 In discerning a speech act’s communicative thrust, perlocution is the
second-most critical dimension because the intended or actual consequences of a
speech act are an additional marker of speaker meaning.97 Perlocutionary acts affect
the feelings, thoughts, beliefs, or actions of the hearer;98 they are the consequences
of illocutionary force:99 “in saying it, I was warning him” (illocutionary) and “by
saying it I convinced him, or surprised him” (perlocutionary).100 Many illocutionary
acts have conventional corresponding perlocutionary effects. Ordering can lead to
obeying; arguing can lead to persuading; warning can both frighten and elicit action;
and reporting can enlighten.101
Importantly, perlocutionary effects are different from what Austin and Searle call
“uptake,” which is a feature of illocution.102 Uptake and perlocution both focus on
the listener. But “uptake” refers to the listener’s grasp of the speaker’s utterance and
is achieved if the listener hears what a speaker says and takes it in a certain way.103
In contrast, perlocutionary effect is not measured by a listener’s understanding but

93. See SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, 12–20.
94. Austin distinguishes the act of saying something, what one does in saying it, and what
one does by saying it, and dubs these the ‘locutionary,’ the ‘illocutionary,’ and the
‘perlocutionary’ acts, respectively. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 109; Ogleznev, supra note 37,
at 2 (calling these “dimensions” of a speech act); Cowart, supra note 32, at 502 (these three
“determine ‘the different senses or dimensions of the “use of a sentence”’”).
95. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 109; SEARLE, supra note 40, at 25.
96. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 109; SEARLE, supra note 40, at 25; RUITER, supra note 30,
at 39 (explaining that these acts coincide in every utterance, along with the act of “uttering
words”—simply making the word sounds). Because locution is the province of linguistics and
does not factor into the speech act type analysis, this Article does not discuss it further.
97. Tiersma, supra note 32, at 332 n.142 (“[T]he intended consequences do not,
technically, define the force of the utterance. But they do often provide a guide to interpreting,
by implication, the speaker’s or writer’s intent. . . . [T]he reader can often infer the force from
the consequences.”).
98. SEARLE, supra note 40, at 25 (“Correlated with the notion of illocutionary acts is the
notion of the consequences or effects such acts have on the actions, thoughts, or beliefs, etc.
of hearers.” (emphasis in original)).
99. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 110.
100. Id. (emphasis added).
101. Tiersma, supra note 32, at 305.
102. AUSTIN, supra note 26, at 116–17.
103. Id.
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instead by a listener’s responding in feeling, mental state, or action.104 Uptake, then,
is an illocutionary precursor to perlocutionary effect.105 For a speech act to succeed,
it takes both.
3. The Role of Constitutive Rules
Speech acts and their dimensions are not analyzed in a vacuum; indeed, speech
act theory prides itself on analyzing verbal performances in their social context. For
many verbal performances, that context is institutionalized, rendering a speech act’s
function dependent on “constitutive rules.” Constitutive rules, as opposed to speech
act theory’s own regulative rules,106 emanate from “an extra-linguistic institution” in
which “the speaker and hearer must occupy special places.”107 Law’s constitutive
rules are backed by law’s institutional norms, which tell us that speech acts only
“count” as such if the law says they do.108 In a legal context, even the most speechact theoretically pristine report, promise, request, or declaration has no force without
the backing of a legal constitutive rule.109
Moreover, law’s constitutive rules influence and sometimes conclusively
determine a speech act’s illocutionary force. If a jury returns a guilty verdict, that is

104. Id.; Allot et al., supra note 50, at 366–67.
105. Charnock, supra note 30, at 420.
106. Together, the speech act taxonomy and speech act dimensions form a set of
“regulative rules” for speech acts. Searle lays down “rules for successful performance” for
each speech act type, which combine these regulative rules on communicative meaning with
rules for semantic success. See RUITER, supra note 30, at 56–57. For example, for speech acts
whose illocutionary force is assertive, the regulative rules are as follows: (1) the propositional
content is “any proposition p”; (2) the speaker has evidence (reasons, etc.) for the truth of p;
(3) it is not obvious to both speaker and hearer that the hearer knows or does not need to be
reminded of p; (4) the speaker believes p; and (5) by convention or constitutive rule, the
utterance “[c]ounts as an undertaking to the effect that p represents an actual state of affairs.”
SEARLE, supra note 40, at 66. For directive speech acts, the rules are: (1) the propositional
content is a future act of the hearer; (2) the hearer is actually able to do the act, and the speaker
believes that the hearer is able to do the act; (3) the speaker wants the hearer to do the act; and
(4) by convention or constitutive rule, the utterance “[c]ounts as an attempt to get [the hearer]
to do” the act. Id.
107. SEARLE, EXPRESSION, supra note 65, at 18.
108. RUITER, supra note 30, at 56–57 (“A promise is binding, not because promising is
defined as a form of binding oneself, but because some specification or other of the principle
‘promise is debt’ holds within the moral or social institution concerned.”); Bernal, supra note
30, at 400. As Bernal explains, at the broadest level the institutional norm behind law’s
constitutive rules is “a certain kind of we-intention about having a state and a legal system
among the sovereign people of the country.” Id.
109. Charnock, supra note 30, at 423 (explaining that linguistic rules and legal rules that
govern judicial overruling are not perfectly in accord, and that, in general, law’s normative
discourse challenges purely linguistic explanations); see RUITER, supra note 30, at 41
(distinguishing speech act theory’s reverse-engineering approach to regulative rules versus
law’s constitutive rules for speech acts flowing from legal norms); see also Allot et al., supra
note 50, at 367 (characterizing statutes as “institutional speech acts” with “distinctive
properties flowing from its role in the rule of law”).
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both a transformation of the defendant’s legal status (declaration) and a report of this
new state (assertive). Without the constitutive rules giving a jury’s verdict the force
of law, this determination would merely be an assertive (the jury’s opinion of the
defendant’s guilt) or an advisory directive. Another example is the change in
constitutive rules concerning the Federal Sentencing Guidelines. Originally
mandatory,110 the Guidelines were at first administrative declarations of the
acceptable sentencing range for certain federal crimes. Now advisory, they are
Sentencing Commission administrative directives, from which the judge has
discretion to depart.111 Moreover, speech acts with one illocutionary force in
everyday life may have another in a legal context,112 as when a speaker means to
communicate what he views as acceptable commentary, but which law defines as
actionable harassment, or as when a manufacturer’s warning fails the constitutive
rules for fending off product liability.
4. An Analytical Framework for Legal Speech Acts
From these systematic components emerge three chief indicators of what speakers
are actually doing with their words. These three indicators, in turn, form a framework
comprised of three analytical tools for evaluating speech acts in an institutionalized
context governed by constitutive rules—including law. First and foremost, a speech
act’s performative function is defined by the speaker’s communicative meaning
(illocutionary force); that is, whether the speaker intends the listener to interpret her
utterance as an assertive, directive, declarative, commissive, or expressive. That
meaning can be discerned by differentiation: breaking down the act’s illocutionary
point, examining its direction of fit, and checking for its characteristic sincerity
conditions.113 Second, the performative function and success of a speech act can be
judged by its listener impact, both in the illocutionary dimension of listener uptake
and the perlocutionary dimension of affecting the listener’s feelings, mental states,
and acts. Third, context exerts even broader influence on communicative meaning:
not only the conversational context in which the speech act is uttered but the
institutional context that tells us how, when, and for what various speech acts count.
B. Speech Acts in Legal Domains
The speech act analytical framework’s three tools—speaker meaning, listener
impact, and context—work to identify the nature and effects of speech acts in legal
domains whose constitutive rules classify verbal performances. Those domains
include evidence and defamation law, among others.114 Building on the existing
literature on law and speech acts, this section shows how these three tools join with
law’s constitutive rules to determine which verbal performances count and how in

110. United States v. Booker, 543 U.S. 220, 245 (2005) (citing 18 U.S.C. § 3553(b)(1)).
111. Id.
112. Charnock, supra note 30, at 419.
113. See Ogleznev, supra note 37, at 3 (identifying illocutionary force, direction of fit, and
sincerity conditions as the key indicators of speech acts’ classification).
114. See supra notes 32, 49.
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these domains. In the process, this section fashions a method for analyzing the same
phenomenon in the civil procedure pleading conversation.
1. The Law of Evidence: Hearsay
Speaker meaning, listener impact, and context indelibly shape the hearsay
doctrine. Hearsay is reported speech,115 or “testimony of ‘what another person was
heard to say.’”116 Under its constitutive rules, hearsay is subject to exclusion at trial
when offered by a witness to prove the truth of an out-of-court statement.117 But the
hearsay rule is not only limned by this “prove-the-truth” purpose, it is subject to
exceptions118 influenced by the nature of the speech act. The hearsay rules typically
exclude a declarant’s assertives, which are “but indirect and tenuous evidence of the
matter in dispute; that is, of the truth of the proposition stated.”119 But by virtue of
hearsay’s offered-for-truth-grounded definition, its constitutive rules allow into
evidence statements that perform “verbal acts.”120 Verbal acts can range from reports
of a declarant’s warnings, orders, or requests (directives), contractual promises
(commissives), acts of official designation (declarations), and thanks or apologies
(expressives).121
Thus, in a negligence suit over a car accident in a contributory negligence
jurisdiction, a witness may be permitted to testify that she heard the declarant warn
the plaintiff not to drive a poorly maintained car.122 That warning is not the
declarant’s report of conditions or events but rather a directive with world-to-word
fit and a sincerity condition of wanting to dissuade the plaintiff from getting in the
car. Similarly, a witness may testify to an officiant’s pronouncement of marriage; to
the dollar value and other propositional content of a buyer’s offer; or to the
declarant’s expression of pleasure when that emotion would be inconsistent with
other evidence of how the declarant behaved.123 The rationale here tracks the
illocutionary force distinctions and shows context is crucial: if we are interested in a
proposition’s truth, we want to test that truth value by hearing from the person in the
best position to verify it.124 But if we simply want to know whether the declarant

115. Hancher, supra note 32, at 249.
116. Id.
117. FED. R. EVID. 801(c), 802.
118. Id. 803 (listing 23 hearsay exceptions); id. 801(d) (carving out two classes of prior
statements from the hearsay rule).
119. Hancher, supra note 32, at 250.
120. Id. at 250 (“[T]he report of a performative utterance is direct and verifiable evidence
of . . . whether or not the performer of the alleged performative utterance did engage in a
certain sort of verbal behavior.”); id. at 251 (referring to one category of such utterances as
“verbal acts”).
121. Id. at 252.
122. Id. at 251–52 (offering similar “warning” examples as verbal acts excepted from
hearsay).
123. Id. at 251 (characterizing such “legally actionable” utterances as hearsay exceptions).
124. Id. at 249–50.
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engaged in some verbal behavior, it is reliable enough to learn that from the person
who directly witnessed that behavior.125
The hearsay exceptions also consider listener uptake and perlocutionary effects.
For example, in a civil case where the defense is duress, the defendant may introduce
evidence that the declarant issued threats to the defendant’s life.126 Those threats are
not offered for any truth value but to show the defendant understood he was being
threatened and those threats had the perlocutionary coercive effect of prompting the
defendant to act contrary to law. The law of hearsay, then, tailors normative
considerations of evidentiary reliability and constitutive rules of admissibility to the
nature of the speech act, as measured by speaker meaning, listener impact, and
context.
2. Defamation Law
Defamation law attaches civil liability to actions that impair people’s status in
their community.127 Under defamation’s constitutive rules, a defamatory statement
has distinct illocutionary force and perlocutionary effects. As for illocutionary force,
a defamatory statement’s hallmark is assigning blame—a form of accusation.128 The
statement cannot simply be an assertive reporting a false fact about the subject.129 In
contrast to reports, accusations “attribute responsibility to a specific person for a
discreditable or blameworthy act or state of affairs.”130 That makes their illocutionary
force akin to a directive, which encompasses speech acts like challenging and
admonishing. More specifically, a defamatory statement is an ascription, a type of
directive that assigns responsibility.131
Classifying defamatory illocution as an ascriptive directive makes sense, since a
defamer’s goal is to get the listener to develop a very specific impression. The
speaker aims for the listener to understand her statement as assigning blame (uptake)
and to hold the person discussed in lower regard as a violator of community norms
(perlocutionary effect). The speaker’s reaction-oriented goal also squares with the
direction of fit and sincerity conditions for directives, which are world-to-words and

125. Id. at 250.
126. See id. at 251 (offering a threat as an example of non-hearsay evidence for its effect
on the listener).
127. Defamation’s constitutive rules governing defamatory communications generally
require proof that the statement “tends so to harm the reputation of another as to lower him in
the estimation of the community or to deter third persons from associating or dealing with
him.” RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 559 (AM. LAW INST.).
128. Tiersma, supra note 32, at 307–12 (distinguishing the “traditional” older view of
defamation, which focused on the effect on the victim’s reputation, from contemporary
defamation law’s emphasis on assessing the speaker’s intentions and meaning).
129. Id. at 331–32 (“Reports are sometimes similar to accusations, but differ crucially in
that they are not intended to invoke the wrath of the community. If reports do cause unintended
harm, a remedy should lie, if at all, in the law of negligence.”); id. at 331 (contending that the
propositional content of accusations includes blameworthy value judgments, while the
propositional content of reports does not).
130. Id. at 314; see Hart, supra note 38, at 171 (describing “I did it,” “you did it,” and “he
did it” as “ascrib[ing] . . . accusations of responsibility”); Ogleznev, supra note 37, at 4.
131. Ogleznev, supra note 37, at 4.
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“want,” respectively. The speaker is expressing much more than a belief and doing
much more than reporting; she wants the listener to alter her viewpoint (the world)
of the subject in a way that conforms to the statement (the words). Consistent with
this analysis, defamation law would differentiate between a publication of law school
rankings (a non-actionable report of fact-based beliefs) and a statement that the
lowest-ranked institutions produce unqualified lawyers (an actionable accusation if
verifiably false, aiming for readers to conform their views accordingly).132
Moreover, because defamation’s constitutive rules define the relevant harm to the
plaintiff as a reputational hit in the community, the perlocutionary effect of a
defamatory statement is to cause the plaintiff’s fall from grace in the eyes of the
listener—the person to whom the communication is directed—not the plaintiff’s own
experience of being ridiculed and humiliated.133 These perlocutionary effects, which
differ depending on the conversational context, can be strong circumstantial evidence
of illocutionary force in a defamation case.134 Consider a speaker’s statements that a
coworker is incompetent at his job or is having an extramarital affair with another
coworker. If these statements are made, as defamation law requires, with the aim of
lowering the listener’s estimation of the coworker, and the listener would view these
actions as norm-transgressing, then they are accusations, not reports. So, if made to
the speaker’s best friend who has no association with the coworker or stake in the
situation, their communicative purpose is not likely to assign blame with an
estimation-lowering effect.135 The contrary would be true if these statements are
made to the coworker’s supervisor, resulting in a classic accusation—a verbal attack
waged with the desire to harm the accused’s reputation in the community.136
The defamatory statement inquiry thus turns on the nature of the speech act, as
revealed by speaker meaning, listener impact, and context.137 Assuming no privileges

132. Tiersma, supra note 32, at 320. Requiring a defamatory statement’s illocutionary
force to be accusatory in this way also squares with defamation law’s “refusal to treat
imputations of crimes without moral turpitude as the bases of defamation actions.” Id. at 319.
133. Tiersma defends this focus on listener versus subject effects by distinguishing the
“older stage of the law when the essence of defamation was that someone had been subjected
to ridicule or a lowering of his reputation.” Id. at 307–08. He explains that this view was closer
to the now-repudiated strict liability conception of defamation, where reputational harm
merited liability regardless of the tortfeasor’s intent. Id. The subject effects view also fixes on
what is typically a transitory harm to the subject (feeling highly offended, insulted, etc.) rather
than on the true crux of defamation harm—the much more lasting reputational impression
within one’s community, which in turn can have economic and dignitary collateral
consequences. Id. at 308–09. Moreover, as Tiersma points out, direct emotional harm to the
subject of a statement is a more appropriate target for intentional infliction of emotional
distress. Id.
134. Id. at 332.
135. Id.
136. Id. at 333. Tiersma notes that, in keeping with this distinction, newspapers issue an
inadvertent error correction somewhat inconspicuously among a collection of others but will
issue formal and prominent retractions of false accusations. Id. at 333–34.
137. Id. at 334–48. Contemporary defamation law, more and more, stakes defamation
liability on the speaker’s desire to injure with a community-norm-violating accusation. Courts
sort actionable news reports on this basis, have crafted the fair reporting privilege regarding
public proceedings on this ground, and have removed statements of opinion (as reports of
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apply, if, in addition to communicating a false statement with the requisite fault level,
the speaker’s objective is to assign blame in a reputation-lowering manner, and the
listener takes it as such by altering her mindset accordingly, the law will assign
liability.138 If the statement’s communicative aim, listener impact, and conversational
context are simply to inform or opine—classic assertives—then the law will not
assign defamation liability, even if the statement is false.139
II. SPEECH ACT THEORY AND PLEADING
Just as speech act theory’s three chief indicators of what speakers are doing with
their words influence hearsay and defamation analysis, they impact and interact with
civil procedure’s constitutive rules. Civil litigation is full of verbal performances
whose speaker meaning, listener impact, and context matters. Lawyers issue
directives in the form of motions (asking the court to decide a dispute) and objections
(asking the court to rule on an aspect of testimony, evidence, or argumentation).140
Those motions and objections “count” only if they qualify as directives and if they
are made according to the constitutive evidentiary and procedural rules governing
motions and objections.141 Litigants also propound commissives (committing to a
discovery plan, submitting a joint pretrial order)142 and make assertives
(propounding, admitting, and denying contentions).143 These, too, count only if they
have the right illocutionary force and perlocutionary effect and if they follow the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure’s (FRCP) relevant requirements. Judges, in turn,
issue directives (rulings, orders, and judgments)144 and declaratives (fact-findings,
holdings, determinations of liability),145 which simultaneously alter states of affairs
and describe the new status quo. To be taken as such, these judicial speech acts must
have the illocutionary forces and perlocutionary effects of directives, assertives, and
declaratives, respectively. And they must further abide by the constitutive rules for
making authoritative and binding decisions.146

one’s own state of mind) from the scope of defamation. Id.
138. Defamation law assigns policy-based exceptions by extending privileges “when the
interest of the accuser or society exceeds that of protecting the reputation of the accused.” Id.
at 327.
139. See id.
140. See, e.g., FED. R. CIV. P. 7(b), 12(b), 46 (discussing attorney motions and objections
as procedural verbal acts and judicial rulings as responses); Charnock, supra note 30, at 401
(characterizing party objections as explicit performatives and judicial rulings on them as
declarations).
141. See Constable, supra note 32, at 635 (observing a lawsuit’s verbal acts as a classic
example of performatives for which “the circumstances must be right” to count).
142. FED. R. CIV. P. 26(f).
143. Id. 8(a), 8(b).
144. See, e.g., id. 46, 58.
145. See, e.g., id. 52.
146. From a broader perspective, because civil procedure, in addition to being a dispute
resolution system, is a system for argumentation—in the patois of pragma-dialectics, a
“critical discussion”—the civil suit can be characterized as a series of speech acts made within
a legal framework of institutionalized argumentation. See Susan E. Provenzano & Brian N.
Larson, Civil Procedure as a Critical Discussion, 20 NEV. L.J. 967 (2020); see also VAN
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All litigation speech acts flow from the most critical lawsuit communicative act
of all—the complaint, which houses the plaintiff’s allegations and requests for relief.
As Section II.A explains, in seeking to avoid the ills of prior procedural regimes, the
FRCP’s pleading rules rethought the pleading audience and the court’s role in
reviewing complaints. This rethinking was the result of two normative shifts. The
first viewed the complaint as a communication between plaintiff and defendant, not
as a verbal artifact held up for raw judicial assessment under legal precedent.147 The
second treated the judge’s pleading sufficiency review as a nominal sorting
mechanism rather than as a robust merits assessment for weeding out weak claims.148
The resulting pleading standard, one of functional fair notice, was conversationbound, asking what the plaintiff meant to, and succeeded in, communicating to the
defendant and the judge.149 Allegations were effectively to be assessed as one of two
speech acts—assertives (factual data) or ascriptive-directives150 (charging
responsibility under a legal theory)—and then analyzed for their complementary
effect on fair notice. There was no further cut based on factual specificity or
generality, and indeed, that would have been contrary to the fair notice doctrine.
Section II.B explains how, consistent with pre-Iqbal Supreme Court precedent,151
the constitutive rules of pleading join with the regulative rules of speech act theory
to distinguish between assertives and ascriptives in complaints. For purposes of legal
sufficiency, Rule 8 accords temporary truth value to allegations whose speaker
meaning and listener impact are assertive. This treatment does not vary with the
specificity or generality of the assertive; the constitutive rules do not recognize
middle-ground speech acts such as “bare assertions” or “naked assertions.” That said,
to emphasize Rule 8’s dichotomous treatment is not to contend that clear lines can
be drawn between legal and factual contentions. The FRCP’s most prominent
advocates believed the difference to be one of degree,152 and scholars continue to

EEMEREN & GROOTENDORST, supra note 30, ch. 3 (describing the critical discussion
framework for argumentation).
147. Effron, supra note 14, at 1008 (“Notice pleading seemed poised to replace the
generality of conformity with formal requirements with the specificity of communication to a
designated audience.”); see Petroski, supra note 14, at 438 (describing the FRCP drafters’
focus on the communicative-assertive aspects of pled facts—“the express or implied referents
of the plaintiff’s allegations”—rather than the “specific verbal presentation of those facts” in
the complaint); see also infra notes 170–75.
148. See infra note 155.
149. Effron, supra, note 14, at 1008 (“[P]leadings are meant to communicate relevant
information both to the defendant in particular and to the public in general, as embodied by
the court.”).
150. Since ascriptives are one type of directive, for the sake of simplicity going forward,
this Article will use the word “ascriptive” only, without joining it to “directive.”
151. See Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009).
152. Edward A. Hartnett, Taming Twombly, Even After Iqbal, 158 U. PA. L. REV. 473, 488
(2010) (“Perhaps Judge Clark had hoped to completely bury the distinction between law and
fact, finding it ‘illusory’ and, ‘viewed as anything other than a convenient distinction of
degree, . . . philosophically and logically unsound.’”). Professor Karen Petroski traces the
“statement of facts debate” back to Walter Wheeler Cook and Bernard Gavit, whose positions,
for example, are captured in Walter Wheeler Cook, Statements of Fact in Pleading Under the
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debate this important question.153 Instead, it is to say that the constitutive rules of
pleading have maintained a pragmatic distinction between factual and legal
contentions,154 and that when it comes to judging allegations, speaker meaning,
listener impact, and context are what matter.
A. The FRCP’s Communicative Approach to Pleading
When Charles Clark and his contemporaries began advocating for the FRCP to
replace code pleading systems, they identified two primary pleading reform goals:
eliminating the “hypertechnicalities” of pleading and shifting pleading review away

Codes, 21 COLUM. L. REV. 416 (1921); Walter Wheeler Cook, ‘Facts’ and ‘Statements of
Fact,’ 4 U. CHI. L. REV. 233 (1936); Bernard C. Gavit, Legal Conclusions, 16 MINN. L. REV.
378 (1932). For an explanation of these scholars’ arguments on whether and where to draw
lines between law and fact in procedure, as well as Clark’s impatience with the debate, see
Petroski, supra note 14, at 437–38 nn.75–83; see also Bone, supra note 8, at 863 (quoting
Walter Wheeler Cook’s critique of code pleading as flawed “in the assumption that . . . there
is some clear, easily drawn and scientific distinction between so-called . . . ‘statements of fact’
and ‘conclusions of law,’ whereas in truth there is none”).
153. This debate is most sharply drawn by Professors Ronald J. Allen and Michael S. Pardo
in The Myth of the Law-Fact Distinction, 97 NW. U. L. REV. 1769 (2002). In this essay,
Professors Allen and Pardo argue forcefully that to speak of the law-fact distinction is a
misnomer; law is but a type of fact, and the two are not conceptually distinct, nor do they lie
on a conceptual continuum as many contend. Id. at 1789–807. Law and fact share the same
ontological ground; both exist in the world and can be empirically observed even in the face
of indeterminacy. Id. at 1790–97. Likewise, Allen and Pardo contend, factual and legal issues
call on the same epistemic practices and arise in similar epistemic situations. Id. at 1797–800.
Nor, they argue, is there a principled analytical difference between law and fact; the two are
of a categorical piece. Id. at 1800–01. Professors Allen and Pardo argue that to the extent a
law-fact “distinction” can be made, it is a pragmatic and functional one tied to allocation of
decision-making. Id. at 1806. Allen and Pardo trace the conceptual confusion about law and
fact to law’s fundamental failure to view itself as epistemological. Id. at 1789. For contrary
views, see Richard D. Friedman, Standards of Persuasion and the Distinction Between Fact
and Law, 86 NW. U. L. REV. 916, 918–23 (1992); Gary Lawson, Proving the Law, 86 NW. U.
L. REV. 859, 863–65 (1992); RICHARD A. POSNER, THE PROBLEMS OF JURISPRUDENCE 198
(1990) (“The law is not the same kind of entity as the events of Richard III’s reign.”).
154. As Professor Hartnett observes:
So long as some questions are left to judges and others to jurors, some questions
to trial judges and others to appellate judges, and some questions to state courts
and others to federal courts, there will be a need to distinguish in some way
between fact and law—and to police the boundaries between them in the face of
the adversaries who will inevitably test those boundaries. So long as there is a
motion that accepts the truth of a pleader's factual allegations and tests for their
legal sufficiency, courts must distinguish between factual and legal allegations.
And so long as there is a motion designed to test the legal sufficiency of a
plaintiff's claim, courts cannot be bound to treat a plaintiff's legal conclusions as
true.
Hartnett, supra note 152, at 488–89 (footnotes omitted).
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from evaluating a lawsuit’s probable merit to facilitating “the most basic sorting.”155
To both ends, the enacted FRCP abandoned the confounding distinction between
pleading “ultimate facts,” “evidential facts,” and “legal conclusions.”156 This was a
growing problem near the end of the code pleading era. In line with an overall shift
from instrumentalism to formalism,157 courts had begun judging allegations on legal
sufficiency challenges based entirely on the allegations’ specificity or generality.158
“Ultimate facts,” also referred to as “dry, naked, actual facts,” struck the just-right,
general-specific balance, while “evidential facts” were ignored as excessively
specific and legal conclusions as excessively general, the latter often fatal to the
complaint.159 These assessments of specificity and generality were externally
imposed by the judge, seemingly based on his own idiosyncratic linguistic
determinations.160 For example, “the plaintiff is entitled to possession” of land was
deemed a legal conclusion that could be transformed into an ultimate fact simply by
replacing “plaintiff” with “owner.”161 Other factually descriptive labels with legal
significance such as “bond holder” and “corporation” were deemed legal
conclusions, as was an allegation of mental capacity, while characterizing an act as

155. Effron, supra note 14, at 1007; see also Kevin M. Clermont & Stephen C. Yeazell,
Inventing Tests, Destabilizing Systems, 95 IOWA L. REV. 821, 825 (2010) (“Under the Rules,
then, pleading was a pervious gate. . . . It passed most of the screening function from the
threshold to later stages of litigation.”); Robert G. Bone, Twombly, Pleading Rules, and the
Regulation of Court Access, 94 Iowa L. Rev. 873, 895–96 (2009) (describing the FRCP
drafters’ pragmatic vision of pleading as notice-giving, not merits screening).
156. CHARLES E. CLARK, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF CODE PLEADING 225, 242 (2d ed.
1947) (“By omitting any reference to ‘facts’ the Federal Rules have avoided one of the most
controversial points in code pleading.”); Bone, supra note 8, at 864–65 (explaining that the
FRCP did away with these strict distinctions as unhelpful in giving the defendant fair notice
of what the suit was about). This reform was part of a larger shift towards legal realism, which
privileged making fact-specific contextual determinations on the evidence developed during
discovery over precedent-based decisions applied to preliminary and potentially fluid
allegations. Meier, supra note 12, at 718–19.
157. Meier, supra note 12, at 717–18 (explaining that the later code pleading era was
dominated by formalism and “the idea of law as a top-down process” emphasizing legal
precedent ascertained through a “‘scientific’ approach”).
158. Meier, supra note 12, at 717 (“[A]s code pleading developed in the late nineteenth
century, some courts began to require more and more factual specificity from the plaintiff in
her complaint.”). As Meier explains, the formalist approach and pleading specificity were
synergistic; the more specific the plaintiff’s facts, the easier it was to discern and apply the
relevant legal rules. Id. at 718; see Clark, supra note 156, at 227.
159. Clark, supra note 156, at 225–36. The legal effects of each problem differed, with
legal conclusions dooming complaints and evidential facts simply set aside in the sufficiency
analysis. Id. at 228; see Bone, supra note 155, at 891 (noting that the code system drew
“hopeless distinctions among allegations of ultimate fact, legal conclusions, and evidentiary
facts”); Richard L. Marcus, The Revival of Fact Pleading Under the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, 86 COLUM. L. REV. 433, 438 (1986) (stating that code pleading “invited
unresolvable disputes about whether certain assertions were allegations of ultimate fact
(proper), mere evidence (improper), or conclusions (improper)”).
160. Clark, supra note 156, at 229–30.
161. Id. at 229.
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a “transfer” was deemed an ultimate fact.162 Narrative-like allegations recounting that
a defendant agreed to convey realty, delivered the deed of grant to the plaintiff, but
then refused to deliver possession were disregarded as “mere evidence.”163
In place of these distinctions, the FRCP’s legal realist-inspired pleading regime164
centered on functional fair notice, embodied in Rule 8(a)(2)’s language that the
complaint need only present “a short and plain statement of the claim showing that
the pleader is entitled to relief.”165 The Rule did not mention facts at all, and that was
intentional.166 Instead, the Rule embraced the “more practical” standard of stating
factual contentions with “reasonable clearness,”167 understanding that “[t]he pleader
himself may not know his case before the evidence is produced.”168 Under Rule
8(a)(2), the pleading sufficiency review would be contextual, pragmatic, and holistic.
It would be a communication-centered analysis asking whether the complaint gives
“reasonably fair notice of the pleader’s cause of action.”169

162. Id.
163. Id. This was ironic given that code pleading, in contrast to the common law pleading
regime that preceded it, “required a plaintiff to tell the ‘story’ of the case from her perspective.”
Meier, supra note 12, at 714.
164. This narrative, dominantly captured in the literature as a pragmatic approach, does not
have a straight through-line from early twentieth-century philosophical pragmatism, as
Professor Karen Petroski explains. See Petroski, supra note 14, at 420–46. The early
pragmatists’ approach to interpreting complaints departed considerably from where Clark and
his contemporaries ended up, “shift[ing] their focus from the pre-Rules concern with
formalities to a Clark-style emphasis on individual outcomes and system-wide effects.” Id. at
420, 452–53. Petroski contends that post-FRCP, pre-Conley court decisions actually squared
with the early pragmatists’ interpretive approach, treating complaint text the same way as
“other legally significant texts” by attending to specific verbal presentations of the facts rather
than “discretionary consideration of the ‘facts’ asserted by the plaintiff (the express or implied
referents of the plaintiff’s allegations).” Id. at 420, 435–38. The early pragmatists and these
courts, Petroski argues, did not conceive of meaning as “reducible to communicative
intention.” Id. at 444.
165. FED. R. CIV. P. 8(a)(2).
166. Clark, supra note 156, at 242.
167. Id. at 236.
168. Id. at 225–26.
169. Id. at 233; see Bone, supra note 8, at 865 (framing this inquiry as “whether the
complaint, taken as a whole, gives fair notice of what the dispute is about”). Scholars have
distinguished this looser, more functional conception of fair notice in Clark’s writings from a
pure notice pleading regime. See Steinman, supra note 13, at 1324, 1340 (remarking that
“Charles Clark never warmed to couching his pleading standard in terms of notice” and that
“notice pleading is an awkward fit with the text of” Rule 8(a)(2), whose “short and plain
statement” formulation says nothing of notice); id. at 1341 (acknowledging the vitality of Rule
8(a)(2)’s “valuable notice-giving function”). Indeed, Clark saw his version of functional fair
notice as both distinct from and more rigorous than “pure notice” systems. He spoke of such
systems as permitting “[a] yet more general form of allegation, called ‘notice pleading,’” in
which the pleader “makes a very general reference to the happening out of which the cause
arose and no attempt is made to state the details of the cause of action.” Clark, supra note 156,
at 240. He observed, “It seems unlikely that this form of pleading will soon be adopted more
generally for other courts.” Id.
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Rule 8 thus reoriented pleading’s emphasis from objective judicial evaluation to
party communication, representing a seismic shift in rhetorical focus. In code
pleading, the primary audience had been the judge, who applied top-down the rules
of precedent to allegations assessed from the judge’s omniscient perspective.170 That
perspective insisted that the complaint contain “certain information regardless of the
particular identity of the recipient,”171 with an emphasis on procedural conformity
“rather than communication of information.”172 In contrast, Rule 8’s functional fair
notice standard put the parties front and center, requiring the judge to stand in their
shoes and assess the pleading as a conversation.173 The new stress on party
communication opened the door to a different kind of pleading sufficiency review,
one in which the judge would focus on what the plaintiff means to communicate
about the material facts and governing law, keeping in mind what the defendant
already knows.174 The judge, of course, was not removed from the conversation—
she needed certain information from the complaint too, and she retained
responsibility for determining its legal sufficiency—but her perspective in evaluating
that information changed. Under Rule 8, the complaint would be a sufficient
communication of the plaintiff’s claim if it made clear how the defendant should
prepare for the case.175 It would be a sufficient communication to the court if the
judge understood “what sort of lawsuit to expect.”176
In this conversation-centric review, courts would concern themselves with the
distinct but complementary communicative aims of factual and legal allegations, not
gradations of specificity and generality. As Clark put it, a complaint’s factual
contentions articulate the “data,” while legal conclusions convey the “theory of
recovery.”177 The pleader selects the data to “back up one theory of recovery” as
distinct from others that might have been chosen given different data.178 Fair notice
is given if, together, the data and the theory communicate the general nature of the

170. Effron, supra note 14, at 1008 (“Prior to notice pleading, the court (or judge or
chancellor) had been the assumed audience for a pleading, standing in for the public or world
at large. . . . Notice pleading seemed poised to replace the generality of conformity with formal
requirements with the specificity of communication to a designated audience.”).
171. Id.
172. Id. Indeed, from the beginning until as recently as 2002, in Swierkiewicz v. Sorema
N.A., 534 U.S. 506 (2002), the Supreme Court consistently tamped down lower court decisions
drifting back toward a heightened pleading standard that focused on “deficiencies in what a
plaintiff could say or prove,” rather than “what [the] plaintiff had communicated to the
defendant and whether this communication furthered the cause of notice.” Effron, supra note
14, at 1000.
173. The Rule’s “idea of notice is inherently dialogic; that is, it contemplates that the
pleading is a document that communicates something to an intended audience.” Effron, supra
note 14, at 1008.
174. Id. at 1009–10 (noting that under notice pleading, “[t]he plaintiff need not be charged
with notifying the defendant in detail about facts already within its possession, or facts to
which the defendant has cheaper or easier access to than the plaintiff”).
175. Id. at 1008 (“[A] notice regime that has a specific audience is one that allows for
variation in what might be ‘sufficient’ based on the identity of the defendant-audience.”).
176. Id.
177. See Clark, supra note 156, at 232–33.
178. Id.
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harm, leaving the factual details for later.179 As an example, Clark heralded FRCP
Form 9—later renumbered as Form 11 and appended to the FRCP for nearly eighty
years—a rudimentary negligence complaint.180 This form presented the operative
factual contentions as, “[o]n [date], at [time], the defendant negligently drove a motor
vehicle against the plaintiff.”181 “Negligently drove” appears to be a legal conclusion
devoid of specifics concerning the nature of the negligence—speeding? drinking?
not attending to the road conditions?182 But under Rule 8, the generality of the phrase
“negligently drove” would be neither fatal nor ignored.183 Instead, when connected
with the time and date that defendant “drove a motor vehicle against the plaintiff,” it
afforded fair notice by “differentiat[ing] the accident from all others by showing that
it occurred between a pedestrian and an autoist at a certain time and place.”184

179. Id.
180. Id. at 240. In 2015, the Forms were abrogated. Though not deemed inconsistent with
the rules, the advisory committee deemed them unnecessary guidance since litigants and
judges now had so many FRCP-governed decades under their belts. See FED. R. CIV. P. 84
advisory committee’s note to 2015 amendment. For extensive discussions of the Forms and
their function and abrogation, see generally Adam N. Steinman, The End of an Era? Federal
Civil Procedure After the 2015 Amendments, 66 EMORY L.J. 1 (2016); A. Benjamin Spencer,
The Forms Had a Function: Rule 84 and the Appendix of Forms as Guardians of the Liberal
Ethos in Civil Procedure, 15 NEV. L.J. 1113 (2015); Brooke D. Coleman, Abrogation Magic:
The Rules Enabling Act Process, Civil Rule 84, and the Forms, 15 NEV. L.J. 1093 (2015).
181. Bone, supra note 8, at 861.
182. See id. (pointing out that this allegation “says nothing about what the defendant’s car
was doing before it hit the plaintiff or why the plaintiff believes the defendant drove
negligently”).
183. See id. (“Since the Forms are supposed to be sufficient, the Iqbal majority cannot
classify this allegation as a legal conclusion.”).
184. Clark, supra note 156, at 240. Clark acknowledged that the form was “too general”
for some critics but was nevertheless included on the FRCP Appendix as “giv[ing] all the
essentials for effective pleading.” Id. at 232, 240.
[This particularizes the claim] to a running-down accident with the defendant’s
automobile while the plaintiff was crossing a certain street on a particular date.
That this affords adequate basis for res judicata is clear; plaintiff will not have
many accidents of that kind at that time and place. But to a trained mind the kind
of case it is, with respect to trial or calendar practice, is quite clear; and there are
only certain kinds and numbers of misdeeds—speed, signals, position on the
highway, failure to look, and so on—which either party can commit. These each
party should prepare himself to face . . . .
Charles E. Clark, Simplified Pleading, 2 F.R.D. 456, 461–62 (1943).
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At the same time, functional fair notice required more than a complaint chockfull of legal conclusions.185 Clark expounded, “the pleader should not content himself
with alleging merely the final and ultimate conclusion which the court is to make in
deciding the case for him,” but instead should “go at least one step further back and
allege the circumstances from which this conclusion directly followed.”186 Thus,
simply alleging a plaintiff’s entitlement to property—without alleging ownership or
possession of that property in the first place—would be a legal conclusion.187 In
contrast, a plaintiff suing a former fiancée for breaking an engagement and keeping
the ring would take that essential “step further back” by alleging that he gave the
jewelry “conditionally” on the fiancée’s fulfillment of the marriage promise. He
would not need to add that the fiancée “knew” that the ring was a conditional gift;
that was proof to be unearthed in discovery.188 In the meantime, the fiancée would
understand clearly enough what she was accused of and be able to respond in kind.189
In sum, Rule 8 was meant to eliminate code pleading’s intricate fact-law-evidence
distinctions as inattentive to the pleader’s communicative aims and abilities and as
anathema to the fair notice goals of pleading. Under Rule 8, a judge’s sufficiency
review was to track the parties’ conversation. The court would evaluate the
allegations’ communicative thrust—providing data versus identifying a theory of
recovery—leaving the finer details to discovery. It would also analyze the success of
that communicative thrust, asking whether the factual and legal contentions together,
given what the defendant already knows, provide fair notice of the claim and the
grounds on which it rests. In speech act theory terms, fair notice was conceived as a
speaker-meaning and listener-impact-based contextual analysis. Judges would
maintain discretion in identifying allegations’ communicative meaning and effects,
but this discretion had to keep in mind that the complaint is but a “first step”—indeed,
“preliminary paper work”—that renders anything more than a basic distinction
between factual and legal contentions at the pleading stage a “waste effort.”190 After
all, as Clark observed, “the facts do not exist apart from some hypothesis of the
pleader,”191 and “[w]e can hardly expect the pleader to be more definite and certain
on paper than he is in his own mind.”192

185. See Clark, supra note 156, at 240; Bone, supra note 8, at 866 (“[I]t is settled law that
a judge deciding a 12(b)(6) motion need not accept legal conclusions or conclusory allegations
as true.”); see 5 CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT & ARTHUR R. MILLER, FEDERAL PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE § 1357 544–53 (3d ed. 2004 & Supp. 2009) (“[T]he court will not accept
conclusory allegations concerning the legal effect of the events the plaintiff has set out if these
allegations do not reasonably follow from the pleader’s description of what happened, or if
these allegations are contradicted by the description itself.”) (footnotes omitted); 2 JAMES WM.
MOORE ET AL., MOORE’S FEDERAL PRACTICE § 8.04(2)(e)(ii), at 35 (3d ed. 2009) (stating that
conclusory allegations must be accompanied by “[s]ufficient factual allegations . . . to give
fair notice to the opposing party”).
186. Clark, supra note 156, at 234 (emphasis added).
187. Id. at 229.
188. Id. at 235–36.
189. See id.
190. Id. at 245.
191. Id. at 291.
192. Id. at 277.
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B. Functional Fair Notice: The Supreme Court’s Treatment of Complaints as
Communications
In the decades separating the seminal notice pleading decision Conley v. Gibson193
and Iqbal, federal pleading cases stayed largely true to the FRCP’s functional fair
notice norm by taking a communicative approach to pleading sufficiency.194 Conley
v. Gibson and Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A.195—the two cases bookending this era—
illustrate this communicative emphasis and its marked difference from Iqbal’s
normative and analytic approach. These decisions also confirm that speaker meaning
drives Rule 8’s truth assumption under the functional fair notice constitutive rule,
roughly tracking speech act theory’s assertives and ascriptives. Does an allegation,
viewed in the context of the entire complaint, aim to report verifiable facts, or does
it mean to ascribe legal responsibility? Under functional fair notice, if the former,
then the truth assumption applies.
Although the Court warned during this era against “legal conclusion[s] couched
as . . . factual allegation[s],”196 its Rule 8 analysis never distinguished between factual
allegations that are general and factual allegations that are specific. After all, under
functional fair notice, that question is irrelevant. The right question asks about
listener impact: can the defendant grasp and respond to the claim and the grounds on
which it rests, considering the factual and legal contentions together, and in view of
what the defendant already knows? As clear as this focus was in Conley and
Swierkiewicz, these cases did not offer methods or analytical tools for reliably telling
what “counts” as factual contention and what “counts” as a legal conclusion. This
bred instability in the truth assumption, ultimately exploited in Iqbal.
1. Conley v. Gibson
Conley v. Gibson,197 the landmark pleading case whose controversial “no set of
facts” language was retired by Twombly,198 was nonetheless deemed good law on the
remainder of its fair notice analysis.199 That analysis focused squarely on the

193. 355 U.S. 41 (1957). Conley is widely viewed as the Supreme Court’s first and most
enduring interpretation of Rule 8(a)(2) on the issue of a complaint’s sufficiency. See Meier,
supra note 12, at 720.
194. There were notable exceptions, some of which prompted swift, negative Supreme
Court reactions. See supra note 172.
195. 534 U.S. 506 (2002).
196. Papasan v. Allain, 478 U.S. 265, 286 (1986). And “[l]ower federal appellate courts
had long embraced the idea that mere legal conclusions need not be accepted as true.”
Steinman, supra note 13, at 1319 & n.150 (citing, as examples, Achtman v. Kerby, McInerney
& Squire, LLP, 464 F.3d 328, 337 (2d Cir. 2006) and Cholla Ready Mix, Inc. v. Civish, 382
F.3d 969, 973 (9th Cir. 2004)).
197. 355 U.S. 41 (1957).
198. Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 546 (2007) (characterizing this
language as “best forgotten as an incomplete, negative gloss on an accepted pleading standard:
once a claim has been stated adequately, it may be supported by showing any set of facts
consistent with the allegations in the complaint”).
199. See id. at 555 (citing Conley with approval on the point that “Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 8(a)(2) requires only ‘a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the
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complaint’s communicative meaning and effects and extended Rule 8’s truth
assumption in line with the assertive-ascriptive distinction.200 The Conley plaintiffs
alleged that their labor union had discriminated against them by allowing white
employees to usurp their jobs, violating the union’s duty of fair representation under
the Railway Labor Act.201 The allegations were fairly specific about the employer’s
job discrimination: the railroad had purported to “abolish” forty-five jobs but instead
ousted Black workers from those jobs and replaced them with White workers.202 In
contrast, the allegations concerning the union’s discriminatory part in this process
were far more general. The complaint alleged that “the [u]nion, acting according to
plan, did nothing to protect [the Black employees] against these discriminatory
discharges and refused to give them protection comparable to that given White
employees.”203
Crediting this allegation, the Court reasoned that if it were ultimately proven at
trial, “there has been a manifest breach of the Union’s statutory duty to represent
fairly and without hostile discrimination all of the employees in the bargaining
unit.”204 Pointing out that Rule 8 does not require a plaintiff to “detail the facts upon
which he bases his claim,” the Court treated these unadorned allegations as assertives
reporting real-world events, not as ascriptions of legal responsibility.205 This was so
even though the complaint left much to the factual imagination. It identified jobs and
grievances as what the union failed to protect, but left unstated specifics about the
union’s discriminatory conduct: did the union reach a closed-door agreement with
the employer to oust Black employees in favor of White employees? Or did the union
accede in these actions by simply watching them happen? Perhaps the union’s failure
to protect lay somewhere in the middle, in doing a lackluster job pursuing the
grievance process on behalf of black workers. It didn’t matter. Even without these
supporting details, it was clear that the plaintiffs meant the allegation about the
union’s failure to protect them to communicate a verifiable report of the union’s past
conduct. The illegal upshot of that activity resided elsewhere in the complaint.206

pleader is entitled to relief,’ in order to ‘give the defendant fair notice of what the . . . claim is
and the grounds upon which it rests’”).
200. Conley, 355 U.S. at 47.
201. Id. at 43. The Court also assessed and rejected the argument that the plaintiff’s claim
was not legally cognizable because its duty of fair representation ended with the signing of the
collective bargaining agreement. Id. at 46.
202. Id. at 43.
203. Id. (emphasis added).
204. Id. This reasoning appears in the portion of the opinion that primarily addressed the
union’s legal theory challenge rather than its factual specificity challenge. See Meier, supra
note 12, at 723 n.87. But it is the one place in the opinion where the Court identifies the factual
gravamen of the plaintiff’s claim and blesses its sufficiency.
205. Conley, 355 U.S. at 47. As explained supra text accompanying notes 177–84, the
same language could communicate a factual contention in one context and a legal contention
in another: to wit, Charles Clark’s example of “wife” as a personal injury co-plaintiff and
“wife” as a legal label communicating the relationship needed for a loss of consortium claim.
Clark, supra note 156, at 232. In Conley, the failure-to-protect assertions were not labels
communicating legal status, but rather factual descriptions of the Union’s shortcomings in
safeguarding the plaintiffs’ jobs.
206. See Meier, supra note 12, at 761–62 (“Conley can be read for the proposition that an
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Conley’s sufficiency analysis also reflected very real information asymmetry at
the pleading stage. The plaintiffs appeared to have reported the specifics to the best
of their pre-discovery abilities, since they would not likely have been privy to the
precise nature of the union’s discriminatory complicity with the employer. In
contrast, the union would undoubtedly have had in its possession all the factual
details about what it did and did not do on behalf of the Black employees. Moreover,
when viewed in context with the rest of the complaint, the plaintiff’s failure-toprotect allegations achieved the necessary fair notice uptake and perlocutionary
effects, conveying to the union that the gist of its wrong was “draw[ing] ‘irrelevant
and invidious’ distinctions” among Black and White employees and prompting it to
respond in kind.207
Conley’s communication-based fair notice analysis took a leaf from Charles
Clark, who, having moved from the legislative to the judicial realm, had occasion to
write one of the most influential appellate notice pleading opinions of all time. In
Dioguardi v. Durning, the plaintiff, an importer, sued the Collector of Customs for
confiscating and then underselling his tonics at an auction.208 Analyzing the
allegations about the auction proceedings in the context of the entire complaint,
Judge Clark acknowledged they lacked specificity,209 but saw that the plaintiff meant
to—and had, in the sense of securing uptake, successfully—“disclosed his claims
that the collector has converted or otherwise done away with” his tonics and “sold
the rest in a manner incompatible with the public auction he had announced.”210
Importantly, the court gave “the plaintiff the benefit of reasonable intendments in his
allegations (as we must on this motion).”211 With that benefit afforded, Judge Clark
observed that “the claim appears to be in effect that he was actually the first bidder
at the price for which they were sold.”212 The court left no doubt that the plaintiff’s
communicative aims, rather than an omniscient assessment of specifically pled facts,
carried the day on legal sufficiency: “[W]e do not see how the plaintiff may properly
be deprived of his day in court to show what he obviously so firmly believes and what
for present purposes defendant must be taken as admitting.”213

allegation of discriminatory intent . . . need not even be included in a complaint to comply
with the requirements of Rule 8.”).
207. Conley, 355 U.S. at 45–48. Thirty-six years later, in Leatherman v. Tarrant Cnty.
Narcotics Intelligence & Coordination Unit, 507 U.S. 163 (1993), the Court rejected the Fifth
Circuit’s factual specificity requirement for “cases against governmental officials involving
the likely defense of immunity.” Id. at 167. That standard was incompatible with Conley,
where the Court had reasoned that “Rule [8] meant what it said,” equating its “short and plain
statement” language with functional fair notice. Id. at 168.
208. 139 F.2d 774, 774 (2d Cir. 1944).
209. Id. at 775. This led Judge Clark to reiterate his handbook mantra that the FRCP do not
require pleading of “facts,” but rather “a short and plain statement of the claim showing that
the pleader is entitled to relief.” Id. By way of negative contrast, this implies that the standard
for statement of a “claim” is something less demanding than stating “facts,” which is in
keeping with the aim of affording fair notice of the type of accusation the defendant faces.
210. Id. (emphasis added).
211. Id. (emphasis added).
212. Id.
213. Id. (emphasis added).
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2. Swierkiewicz v. Sorema
Fast-forward to 2002, when Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A. became the last
Supreme Court opinion to affirm the importance of communicative intent in
assessing functional fair notice.214 Swierkiewicz was an age and national origin
discrimination case under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act. The case brought to the forefront the circuit
court battle over whether discrimination plaintiffs must plead a prima facie case in
their complaint. This procedural inquiry is unique to individual disparate treatment
discrimination cases, whose eventual proof is evaluated under one of three
evidentiary frameworks: (1) the McDonnell Douglas framework; (2) the mixed
motive framework; and (3) the direct evidence framework.215 Each framework has a
different prima facie case, but the appeals court below had held that the plaintiff was
required, in all cases, to plead a prima facie case under the McDonnell Douglas
framework.216 The Court rejected that notion, since to do so would privilege one
evidentiary framework over the others at the pleading stage, even though the
evidentiary picture would not be clear until summary judgment or later.217 From that
standpoint, the case was unremarkable—pleading and proof are different, and the
latter has nothing to do with a complaint’s sufficiency.
But from the standpoint of giving primacy to the plaintiff’s communicative intent,
the decision was arguably the strongest yet. Swierkiewicz’s case depended on
inferences about discriminatory intent built from three sets of facts: (1) his “stellar
performance” at the company and significant experience in senior underwriting
positions; (2) a series of personnel moves by the company’s French National CEO,
under which Swierkiewicz’s title and responsibilities were chipped away and given
to younger French Nationals with less experience; and (3) Swierkiewicz’s
termination following his efforts to resolve, and eventually protest, his decreasing
role.218 For this pleading narrative to suggest discrimination, Swierkiewicz needed
all three sets of facts. Absent allegations that he was performing well—particularly
against the default rule of employment at will—it would be impossible to infer that

214. 534 U.S. 506 (2002).
215. Compare McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973) (announcing its
analytical framework), with Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989) (articulating
the mixed-motive framework), superseded in part by statute, Civil Rights Act of 1991, Pub.
L. No. 102-166, § 107, 105 Stat. 1071, 1075–1076 (adopting the definitive statutory mixed
motive framework for Title VII cases), and Slack v. Havens, 1973 WL 339, No. 72-59-GT
(S.D. Cal. July 17, 1973) (applying the direct evidence framework).
216. Swierkiewicz, 534 U.S. at 509.
217. Id. at 512 (“Given that the prima facie case operates as a flexible evidentiary standard,
it should not be transposed into a rigid pleading standard for discrimination cases.”). Indeed,
even the prima facie case under the McDonnell Douglas framework is fluid, adapted to the
type of discrimination and job action in each case. See, e.g., Sheppard v. David Evans &
Assoc., 694 F.3d 1045 (9th Cir. 2012); Ward v. Int’l Paper Co., 509 F.3d 457, 460 (8th Cir.
2007); Bellaver v. Quanex Corp./Nichols-Homeshield, 200 F.3d 485, 493–94 (7th Cir. 2000).
218. In support of his age discrimination claim, Swierkiewicz also pled that, during the
personnel moves, the CEO remarked that “he wanted to ‘energize’ the underwriting
department—clearly implying that plaintiff was too old to do the job.” See Pl.’s Am. Complt.
¶ 23, Swierkiewicz v. Sorema, N.A., 86 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. 1324 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
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age or national origin, rather than job performance or other business conditions, was
motivating the CEO’s personnel decisions.219 Yet the Supreme Court was willing to
credit what Iqbal would have undoubtedly deemed conclusory: “In all respects, Mr.
Swierkiewicz performed his job in a satisfactory and exemplary manner. Despite
plaintiff’s stellar performance . . . .”220 These allegations simply assert
Swierkiewicz’s good performance without any supporting specifics.221 The
complaint contains no mention of how he excelled, what skills or successes made
him shine, or even what he did as the Senior Vice President and Chief Underwriting
Officer. Surely Swierkiewicz had these facts in his possession—after all, it was his
own job performance—so the generality was not a matter of information asymmetry
at the pleading stage. Ultimately, of course, Swierkiewicz would have to come up
with specifics on his performance on summary judgment or at trial if he planned to
rely on a comparator narrative to support discriminatory intent. But at the pleading
stage, the Court was keen to credit these assertions for what Swierkiewicz meant
them to be—verifiable assertives with truth values about the nature of his job
performance, not ascriptions of legal responsibility.
Moreover, from the standpoints of defendant uptake and perlocutionary effects,
fair notice of Swierkiewicz’s claims and grounds was achieved by asserting his age
and national origin-based termination, the “events leading to his termination,” the
“relevant dates,” and the “ages and nationalities of at least some of the relevant
persons involved with his termination.”222 It was not even clear that the Court
considered the performance allegations essential to sufficiency. By this reasoning, a
sex discrimination complaint alleging that a woman was terminated and replaced by
a man, if accompanied by dates and some information about the decision-makers,
would satisfy Rule 8. This would be so even if such allegations might signal an

219. In this scenario, even “energize” could be interpreted in ways that do not suggest an
age-discriminatory mindset.
220. The Court made clear that it “must accept as true all of the factual allegations
contained in the complaint.” Swierkiewicz, 534 U.S. at 508 n.1. Swierkiewicz’s factual
allegations were conventionally grouped together under the heading “Factual Allegations,”
which were then succeeded by counts alleging legal violations under the heading “Statement
of Claims.” Pl.’s Am. Complt. 2–5, Swierkiewicz v. Sorema, N.A., 86 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas.
1324 (S.D.N.Y. 2000). Within these factual allegations appeared the statement: “SOREMA
acted willfully and in reckless disregard of Mr. Swierkiewicz’s rights under Title VII and the
ADEA by discharging him from employment on account of his age and national origin.” Id. ¶
41. The Court said nothing to indicate that this allegation would not be taken as true for
purposes of the motion. See Steinman, supra note 13, at 1332–33 (contending that the Court
accepted this allegation of discriminatory intent as true); Meier, supra note 12, at 752 (stating
that Swierkiewicz “had soundly affirmed that conclusory allegations are not problematic”).
221. Even though satisfactory performance is a legal element in the prima facie case of a
McDonnell Douglas framework discrimination claim, see supra note 217 and accompanying
text, the context in which Swierkiewicz lodged this allegation was not a boilerplate statement
of his discrimination claim. Rather, it was lodged as part of the narrative circumstances leading
to Swierkiewicz’s termination, serving as a fact supporting an inference that the termination
was the product of discriminatory intent. Pl.’s Am. Complt. ¶¶ 18–19, Swierkiewicz v.
Sorema, N.A., 86 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. 1324 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
222. Swierkiewicz, 534 U.S. at 514.
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inherently weak case: “Indeed it may appear on the face of the pleadings that a
recovery is very remote and unlikely but that is not the test [of legal sufficiency.]”223
III. THE FALL OF COMMUNICATIVE MEANING IN PLEADING REVIEW
Together, Conley and Swierkiewicz confirm the conversational bent of pleading
under Rule 8 and the importance of reviewing a complaint’s sufficiency through a
communicative lens. In these cases, the Court simulated the perspectives of the
pleader and the defendant, considering what each would know and what each would
grasp from the conversation. The Court extended Rule 8’s truth assumption to
allegations with tell-tale assertive traits, where the plaintiff meant to and effectively
did communicate a belief in verifiable facts. By these measures, the Court had no
trouble telling factual from legal contentions. But it did not articulate a methodology
for doing so consistently. This lack of stability paved the way for Twombly and Iqbal
to chip away at fair notice and the standard truth assumptions under the guise of
“conclusory” allegation analysis.224
Section III.A explains how Twombly bred hospitable conditions for Iqbal’s
outcome-determinative “conclusory” assessment by turning away from a
communication-centered pleading review. Section III.B. shows how Iqbal completed
the cycle by exploiting the instability in the truth assumption, ignoring the truth value
of an entire category of factual, referential allegations—those framed too rhetorically
or phrased too generally. Rather than checking for functional fair notice, Iqbal
isolated these allegations and insisted on a level of factual specificity that would
satisfy the judge’s curiosity, not the defendant’s informational needs. Section III.B.
concludes by demonstrating how pleading’s constitutive rules, properly interpreted
and integrated with speech act theory’s regulative rules, dictate the opposite result.
A. Twombly: An About-Face from Communication
Just five years after Swierkiewicz, the truth assumption slide began. Twombly held
that class action consumers suing telecommunications providers failed to state an

223. Id. at 515 (quoting Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U.S. 232, 236 (1974)). Swierkiewicz’s
Rule 8 reasoning is more remarkable still: even though Swierkiewicz’s pleading narrative was
fully consistent with the McDonnell Douglas framework—and not at all consistent with a
direct evidence framework—the Court was more than willing to grant Swierkiewicz the
freedom to pursue a direct evidence theory should he happen to unearth the right facts in
discovery. See id. at 511–12. Thus, not only did the Court apply Rule 8’s entitlement
requirement to Swierkiewicz’s generalized contentions of good performance, treating them as
assertives reporting historical facts, it was willing to hypothesize that he might have far more
damning facts awaiting his discovery. See id. at 512–14. This reasoning reflects a continuing
normative commitment to maintaining Rule 8’s role as a nominal sorting mechanism, not as a
merits assessment turning on factual specificity. See supra note 155 and accompanying text.
224. Many scholars contend that the writing was on the wall for the de-emphasis of fair
notice starting with the 2005 decision Dura Pharm., Inc. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005). See,
e.g., Brown, supra note 25; Meier, supra note 12; see also Effron, supra note at 14, at 117–18
(explaining the instability in notice pleading doctrine prompted by Conley’s minimizing
rhetoric); Petroski, supra note 14, at 453 (explaining how Clark-style dyadic interpretation
bred instability in pleading sufficiency doctrine).
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antitrust conspiracy claim under the Sherman Act, which outlaws “[e]very contract,
combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or
commerce.”225 The fatal pleading defect was the consumers’ failure to allege how
the defendants’ “parallel conduct”—that is, their engaging in the same competitive
behaviors at the same time—was the product of a conspiracy rather than independent
self-interested acts.226 The parallel conduct itself was alleged in great detail;
however, those details, even taken as true, were not sufficient to allege a conspiracy
because the very same conduct could have been pursued autonomously. According
to the Court, the plaintiffs sought to bootstrap these parallel conduct allegations onto
the assertion that the defendants “entered into a contract, combination or conspiracy
to prevent competitive entry . . . and have agreed not to compete with one another.”227
It characterized this portion of the pleading as a “mere[] legal conclusion[] resting
on” allegations that themselves did not supply any data suggesting a conspiracy.228
It was to the Court as if the plaintiffs had brought a claim for battery based on facts
that did not suggest an offensive touching had occurred. In that sense, Twombly runs
consistently with Swierkiewicz and Conley, whose factual contentions at least
pointed in the discrimination direction. After all, it is unusual for a union not to
pursue job security and grievances on its members’ behalf, and it is unusual for an
experienced executive to be successively demoted in favor of the less experienced,
but the Twombly defendants allegedly did “what was only natural anyway.”229 It is
also true that the plaintiffs’ allegations of a contract or agreement not to compete
tracked the language of the Sherman Act nearly word for word, signaling the
illocutionary force of an ascriptive.
The real problem with the Twombly decision is the Court’s failure to understand
the plaintiffs’ complaint as a communication in a plaintiff-defendant pleading
conversation. The Court paid lip service to Conley’s functional fair notice standard
and its refusal to demand “detailed factual allegations,” but instead of asking what
the plaintiff meant to communicate by combining the parallel conduct details with
the more general allegation of a contract or agreement, the Court shifted to an
omniscient judge-evaluating-verbal-artifact perspective.230 With no mention of how
the defendants would understand or react to these allegations given their own store
of information, the Court simply reasoned that these “labels and conclusions, and a
formulaic recitation of a cause of action will not do.”231 From this omniscient
standpoint, the Court explained that Rule 8 ultimately requires “a complaint with
enough factual matter (taken as true) to suggest that an agreement was made,” which

225. Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, 15 U.S.C. § 1.
226. Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555–58 (2007).
227. Id. at 551, 565 (quoting Consolidated Am. Class Action Compl. ¶ 51, Twombly v.
Bell Atl. Corp., 313 F. Supp. 2d 174 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) (No. 02 CIV. 10220), 2003 WL
25629874).
228. Id. at 564.
229. Id. at 566.
230. Id. at 555.
231. Id. The source for this statement was the Court’s 1986 decision Papasan v. Allain,
which, consistent with decades of pleading precedent, refused to extend Rule 8’s entitlement
requirement to legal conclusions that, with a pleader’s sleight of hand, had been “couched” as
factual allegations. 478 U.S. 265, 286 (1986).
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suggestion could be made by inference.232 But here, even detailed parallel conduct
could not support the inference, said the Court—only facts suggesting that
defendants actually communicated and coordinated with each other would.233 Never
mind that the plaintiffs would be highly unlikely to get these specifics from a precomplaint investigation, or that the complaint’s context suggested the plaintiffs
meant to describe historical facts about the defendants’ coordinated action. And
never mind that the defendants would be well aware of what they had done
autonomously and what they had coordinated, and so they did not need further details
for fair notice uptake. From the Court’s top-down external perspective, the plaintiffs
had succeeded only in lodging a “conclusory allegation of agreement at some
unidentified point,” amounting to a “naked assertion of conspiracy” that came “close
to stating a claim” but fell just short of “the line between possibility and plausibility
of ‘entitle[ment] to relief.’”234
In dissent, Justice Stevens pinpointed the majority’s analytical turn away from
examining communicative intent, calling the decision a “dramatic departure from
settled procedural law.”235 Stevens took the majority to task for reverting to code
pleading’s fact-evidence-law parsing and for refusing to see that alleging the
defendants “agreed not to compete with one another”236 “describ[es] unlawful
conduct,” not a theory of relief.237 Stevens thus saw the contract/agreement allegation
as a speech act assertive, indeed, “an assertion that certain occurrences took place.”
For Stevens, to criticize the plaintiff’s language as overly general was to deny its
essential referential nature.238 Further confirming the assertive nature of this speech
act, Stevens pointed out that the plaintiffs had alleged “in three places” that the
defendants “did, in fact, agree both to prevent competitors from entering into their
local markets and to forgo competition with each other.”239 By characterizing this
allegation in terms of its verifiability, Stevens left no doubt that he was hewing to the
allegation’s intended communicative thrust.240
Disregarding communicative meaning and effect, Twombly arguably
mischaracterized the plaintiffs’ speech acts. But Twombly at least staked its

232. Twombly, 550 U.S. at 556.
233. Id. at 556, 566.
234. Id. at 557 (alteration in original) (quoting FED. R. CIV. P. 8(a)(2)).
235. Id. at 573 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
236. Id. at 571 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
237. Id. at 574 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
238. Id. at 574 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (emphasis added).
239. Id. at 589 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (emphasis added).
240. Stevens also juxtaposed the pleading favorably with Form 11’s negligence complaint,
explaining, “‘Defendants entered into a contract’ is no more a legal conclusion than ‘defendant
negligently drove.’ Indeed, it is less of one.” Id. at 590 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (internal
citations omitted). The majority disagreed in a footnote, contending that Form 11 was actually
more specific, in that the sample complaint alleged that the defendant struck the plaintiff with
his car while the plaintiff was “crossing a particular highway at a specified date and time.” Id.
at 565 n.10 (majority opinion). Here, said the Court, “the complaint . . . furnishes no clue as
to which [defendant] . . . supposedly agreed, or when and where the illicit agreement took
place.” Id. This insistence on specificity belies the Court’s own earlier statement that Rule 8
does not require factual detail, and it certainly conflicts with Conley’s refusal to demand
discrimination specifics and Swierkiewicz’s refusal to demand performance specifics.
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assessment of the complaint’s allegations on a twofold distinction long part of
pleading law: factual contentions versus legal conclusions.241 Twombly was, in this
respect, consistent with the constitutive rules of pleading, even as it signaled a
normative shift away from seeing pleading as a communication. What Twombly did
not foretell was an entirely new allegation category, one that arbitrarily carves out a
subset of assertive allegations and recasts them as ascriptions based solely on the
Court’s outsider judgment. Here, the dissent was prescient: “[T]he happenstance that
a complaint is ‘conclusory,’ whatever exactly that overused lawyers’ cliche means,
does not automatically condemn it.”242
B. Iqbal: The Rise of the Three-Tiered Allegation Assessment
Justice Stevens’ fears were realized just two years later when even Justice Souter,
the writer of the Twombly majority opinion, joined him in denouncing Iqbal’s
brandishing of “conclusory” to slash away factual allegations that would have been
credited under settled precedent.243 Arrested and detained shortly after September 11,
2001, Plaintiff Javaid Iqbal, a Pakistani Muslim, sued federal law enforcement
officials on a Bivens theory of constitutional discrimination, alleging that these
officials had subjected him to abhorrent conditions of confinement based on his race,
religion, and national origin.244 Specifically, after designating Iqbal a person of “high
interest” in the September 11th investigation, federal law enforcement detained him
in its most secure facility, called the Administrative Maximum Special Housing Unit
(ADMAX SHU). Iqbal alleged that the conditions he experienced there were the
product of a discriminatory policy devised and implemented by the two highestranking officials in the suit, Attorney General John Ashcroft and FBI Director Robert
Mueller. Ashcroft and Mueller had persuaded the Second Circuit Court of Appeals
to reverse the district court’s denial of their motion to dismiss based on qualified
immunity.245 The Supreme Court affirmed the Second Circuit, reasoning that Iqbal’s
operative allegations of discrimination against these two defendants were
“conclusory”—and thus inert for purposes of pleading sufficiency—and that the
remaining “well-pled facts” failed to “plausibly suggest petitioners’ discriminatory
state of mind.”246

241. As explained supra notes 152–54, this distinction was grounded in pleading’s
constitutive rules—even though the law-fact distinction may have dubious philosophical
backing.
242. Twombly, 550 U.S. at 590 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (quoting Brownlee v. Conine, 957
F.2d 353, 354 (7th Cir. 1992)).
243. Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 687 (2009) (Souter, J., dissenting).
244. Id. at 666–67 (majority opinion).
245. Id. at 670 (citing Iqbal v. Hasty, 490 F.3d 143, 155 (2d Cir. 2007)).
246. Id. at 683. This was the result of the majority’s stance on individual Bivens liability,
which the Court contended required the plaintiff to “plead and prove that the defendant acted
with discriminatory purpose,” as opposed to knowing, being aware of, and acceding to lowerlevel actors’ discriminatory actions. Id. at 676. Many, including the dissenting Justices,
contend that this reasoning eradicated the doctrine of supervisory liability, until then a wellestablished theory of individual responsibility. See id. at 693–94 (Souter, J., dissenting).
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1. Iqbal’s False Equivalence in Pleading Standards
On the path to this result, the Court introduced a new analytical approach to
pleading sufficiency, ostensibly using “two working principles [that] underlie [its]
decision in Twombly.”247 The first was unremarkable: the “tenet” that Rule 8’s
assumption of truth “is inapplicable to legal conclusions.”248 But in a rhetorical move
that laid the groundwork for its three-tiered allegation review, the Court continued:
“Threadbare recitals of the elements of a cause of action, supported by mere
conclusory statements, do not suffice.”249 This sentence revealed the Court’s view
that allegations with cut-and-paste legal language and allegations describing facts at
a high level of generality are one and the same. Though the former type of allegation
is legal and the latter factual in its thrust, the Court said both should be treated the
same under Rule 8’s entitlement requirement.250 That is to say, neither one receives
the assumption of truth on a motion to dismiss.
In support of this novel equation, the Court quoted Twombly, citing Papasan v.
Allain.251 But neither case had carved out a separate analytical space for generalized
factual allegations; neither even supported a general-specific factual allegation cut.
Papasan took issue with legal conclusions (ascriptions of legal responsibility)
masquerading as factual allegations (referential reports), not with factual allegations
that were simply described at a higher level of abstraction.252 And Twombly had not
condemned the plaintiffs’ allegations as recitals of legal language supported by
conclusory statements. Twombly acknowledged that the plaintiffs’ parallel conduct
allegations had been quite specific, but pairing those with the contention of a contract
or agreement—absent a context that raises the suggestion of preceding agreement—
was insufficient given that naturally competitive behavior would look the same as a
conspiracy.253 So read, Twombly did not support a new tier of general factual

247. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678 (majority opinion).
248. Id.
249. Id. at 678 (emphasis added) (citing Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555
(2007)).
250. Id. at 678–79 (beginning the analysis “by identifying pleadings that, because they are
no more than conclusions, are not entitled to the assumption of truth”).
251. Id. at 678 (“[T]he pleading standard Rule 8 announces does not require ‘detailed
factual allegations,’ but it demands more than an unadorned, the-defendant-unlawfullyharmed-me accusation.”)
252. Papasan v. Allain, 478 U.S. 265, 286 (1986). As Professor Meier explains, reading
the complaint as a whole, the Court used context to deem the allegation contending plaintiffs
were denied their right to a minimally adequate education a legal conclusion, because that
context showed the pleader’s “intent was to argue that the funding disparity amongst school
districts in Mississippi . . . should be deemed a violation of the right to a ‘minimally adequate
education,’” not for the phrase to be a “descriptive claim as to the education received by his
clients,” Meier, supra note 12, at 749. To the extent that the Court cared about the pleader’s
communicative intent and used context to infer it, Papasan is consistent with Conley and
Swierkiewicz.
253. As explained earlier, the allegations of the defendants’ contract or agreement not to
compete certainly had the flavor of ascription, even though they were meant to represent
historical events. See Steinman, supra note 13, at 1302–06 (explaining that the pleading
problem in Twombly was the complaint’s using factually specific allegations about parallel
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allegations deemed “conclusory” in isolation. Instead, Twombly had reasoned that
when the factual and legal contentions are considered together, the contextual
combination must “sho[w] that the pleader is entitled to relief”254—a holistic focus
consistent with fair notice. Moving to the second working principle from Twombly,
Iqbal stated, “only a complaint that states a plausible claim for relief survives a
motion to dismiss.”255 Iqbal then limited plausibility review to the “well-pleaded
facts.”256 This completed the debut of Iqbal’s factual allegation split: the Court chose
the descriptor “well-pleaded” in contrast to the descriptor “conclusory,” then used
the latter to bar allegations from contributing to the complaint’s plausibility.257
With its new analytical framework, the Court transformed what had been an
uneasy binary distinction between factual and legal contentions into an even less
defensible three-tiered division: (1) factually specific allegations entitled to the
assumption of truth, (2) factually general allegations not entitled to the assumption
of truth, and (3) legal conclusions not entitled to the assumption of truth. By using
this system of categorization to isolate each allegation for review and then cast the
“conclusory” ones aside—whether legal or factual—Iqbal completed the turn away
from treating the complaint as a communicative performance.
The Court’s anti-communicative approach was confirmed by its novel treatment
of context. According to the Court, the plausibility analysis is a “context-specific
task that requires the reviewing court to draw on its judicial experience and common
sense.”258 This is a marked departure from evaluating context using the parties’
perspectives. The Court thereby rendered plausibility a top-down judicially imposed
assessment of the complaint. It suggested that judges “begin by identifying pleadings
that, because they are no more than conclusions”—“are” being a context-free
external construct—“are not entitled to the assumption of truth.”259 If, after these
“conclusions” are dismissed, the remaining “well-pleaded facts do not permit the
court to infer more than the mere possibility of misconduct, the complaint has
alleged—but it has not ‘show[n]’—that ‘the pleader is entitled to relief.’”260 The
Court thus made itself the arbiter of allegations’ meaning, paying no mind to what
the plaintiff intended to communicate with his allegations, the defendant’s uptake of
those allegations, or the perlocutionary effects of those allegations. This not only
bucked the Court’s own pleading precedent, but it also set aside the very context that

conduct to leap to the legal conclusion of a “contract, combination, or conspiracy”; what was
needed were real-world reports of actual coordination, which would have directly supported
that conclusion).
254. Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 557 (2007) (alteration in original) (quoting
FED. R. CIV. P. 8(a)(2)). As Section III.A explained, this aspect of Twombly was not much of
a departure from Conley and Swierkiewicz, both of which had looked at the combined fair
notice upshot of factual and legal contentions.
255. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 679.
256. Id. at 678–79.
257. Id. at 679.
258. Id. (emphasis added) (citing Iqbal v. Hasty, 490 F.3d 143, 157–58 (2d Cir. 2007)).
259. Id. (emphasis added).
260. Id. (alteration in original) (emphasis added) (quoting FED. R. CIV. P. 8(a)(2)).
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functional fair notice deems most important—the context of “everything the
complaint says”261 and everything that the defendant already knows.
2. Iqbal’s False Equivalence in Action: Faulty Truth Assumptions and Forgetting
Fair Notice
Having laid its legal and rhetorical groundwork, the Court cast about for
allegations worthy and unworthy of the truth assumption. The Court extracted the
following “conclusory” allegations:
1: Petitioners “knew of, condoned, and willfully and maliciously agreed
to subject [Iqbal] to harsh conditions of confinement as a matter of
policy, solely on account of [his] religion, race, and/or national origin
and for no legitimate penological interest.”262
2: Ashcroft was the “principal architect” of this invidious policy.263
3: Mueller was “instrumental” in adopting and executing it.264
This undifferentiated grouping of “conclusory statements” was characterized by
labels that the Court thought enlightening and synonymous: “bare assertions,”
“naked assertion[s],”265 and “nothing more than a ‘formulaic recitation of the
elements’ of a constitutional discrimination claim.”266 These allegations were then
denied two important roles that they would have played to varying degrees under
Conley and Swierkiewicz: (1) being granted Rule 8’s truth assumption (as to the last
two allegations) and (2) communicating fair notice (as to all three). Removing all
three statements from pleading review runs contrary to pleading’s constitutive rules
and to the essential nature of these allegations’ speech acts. It also forced the Iqbal
complaint’s dismissal.
a. Faulty Truth Assumptions
Starting with the truth assumption, its skewing can be reduced to two analytical
missteps: (1) the Court’s labelling a set of Iqbal’s factual contentions as legal and (2)
the Court’s falsely equating legal and factual contentions in general.267 As to the first
point, constitutive pleading rules and regulative speech act rules together show that
the Court was wrong to treat the last two allegations the same as the first. From a

261. Bone, supra note 8, at 865.
262. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 680 (quoting First Am. Compl. ¶ 96, Elmaghraby v. Ashcroft, No.
04 CV 1809 JG SMG, 2005 WL 2375202 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 27, 2005) (No. 04 CV 1809) 2004
WL 3756442).
263. Id. at 680–81 (quoting First Am. Compl. ¶ 10, Elmaghraby, 2005 WL 2375202).
264. Id. at 681 (quoting First Am. Compl. ¶ 11, Elmaghraby, 2005 WL 2375202).
265. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678, 681 (alteration in original). This phrase creates confusion for
anyone familiar with code pleading nomenclature which held up “naked facts” as the highest
pleading ideal in terms of factual specificity.
266. Id. at 681 (quoting Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007).
267. For a further discussion of this conflation in Iqbal, see Bone, supra note 8, at 859–75.
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pleading standpoint, the “principal architect” and “instrumental” allegations are not
legal conclusions of the sort that pre-Iqbal courts had refused to grant the truth
assumption. Iqbal indiscriminately branded these statements “‘formulaic recitations
of the elements’ of a . . . discrimination claim,”268 but that is plainly untrue. The
phrase “principal architect” and the word “instrumental”—which the Court identified
as the problematic phrases—do not appear in a Bivens claim’s legal elements. Indeed,
there is no law whose elements turn on the phrase or concept of a “principal architect”
or an actor having an “instrumental” role.269
Nor do these allegations bear the illocutionary hallmarks of ascriptives, the speech
act category covering legal conclusions. Ascriptives are classic accusations, having
the sincerity condition of “want” and a world-to-words direction of fit. When a
pleader lodges a legal contention, he “wants” the listener (here, the court) to make
the world match those words. These conditions do not hold for the “principal
architect” and “instrumental” allegations. They may sound like accusations in a
casual sense, but they are not ascriptives. Calling someone the “principal architect”
or characterizing the person’s role as “instrumental” is not ascribing a legal status or
state that the court can bring about by way of its judicial authority. Whether the Iqbal
pleader was being rhetorical, concise, or lacked access to the underlying specifics
without high-level security clearance, there is no doubt that this pleader meant for
these phrases to be referential—and thus taken as true on a motion to dismiss—and
not as ascriptions of legal responsibility. In contrast, these ascriptive conditions do
hold for Iqbal’s ultimate allegation that his detention treatment constituted
discrimination “on account of his race, religion, or national origin, in contravention
of the First and Fifth Amendments to the Constitution.”270 This allegation articulates
Iqbal’s legal theory and accuses the defendants of violating the law under that theory.
Also consistent with an ascriptive, this allegation expresses a desire for the Court to
alter the defendants’ status in the world to match these accusations—to find
defendants civilly liable for unconstitutional racial, religious, and national origin
discrimination.
The second point, the Court’s false equivalence of legal and factual contentions
in general, manifested in the Court’s broad pejoratives “naked assertions” and “bare
assertions.” With these labels, the Court ascribed the same pleading intent and effect
to legal contentions and generalized factual contentions—and gave other courts
license to do so in the future. But these two types of allegations do not, and should
not, be read to have the same pleading intent or effect. The “principal architect” and
“instrumental” allegations have the communicative intent and effect of assertives; as
such, pleading rules should grant them the assumption of truth.271 To say that
Ashcroft was the “principal architect” of a discriminatory policy is to articulate a
belief (assertive sincerity condition) that he took a series of past real-world actions

268. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 681 (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555).
269. See Hartnett, Taming, supra note 152, at 492–93 (explaining that although the
conclusory assessment must be considered “in the context of a particular right of action,” only
the first allegation arguably tracks Bivens’ legal requirements; the second and third do not).
270. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 669.
271. Here, the Court runs up against its own constitutive pleading rules. Never before had
those constitutive rules said that factual allegations do not “count” when pled at a certain level
of generality or with a degree of rhetorical flair.
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to develop and drive the adoption of a discriminatory confinement policy. Bearing
the classic assertive word-to-world direction of fit, the phrase “principal architect”
in this context captures a collection of verifiable behaviors that Ashcroft either did
or did not engage in. Likewise, alleging that Mueller had an “instrumental” role in
adopting and executing the discriminatory confinement policy refers to a series of
Mueller’s real-life actions in getting the policy up and running at the ADMAX SHU.
These allegations’ assertive illocutionary force matches their surrounding context as
well. They appear in the same narrative section as the allegations that the Court
deemed decidedly not conclusory272—and thus worthy of the assumption of truth—
and those allegations also have assertive illocutionary force. Those allegations were:
(1) “the [FBI], under the direction of Defendant Mueller, arrested and detained
thousands of Arab Muslim men . . . as part of its investigation of the events of
September 11”;273 and (2) “[t]he policy of holding post-September-11th detainees in
highly restrictive conditions of confinement until they were cleared by the FBI was
approved by the Defendants Ashcroft and Mueller in discussions in the weeks after
September 11, 2001.”274 Because these statements exhibit the same belief-based
sincerity conditions and word-to-world direction of fit as the “principal
architect/instrumental” allegations, it is nonsensical for the majority to have
withdrawn the truth assumption only for the latter. With both sets of allegations—
albeit with varying levels of factual specificity—the pleader is doing everything
communicatively possible to show that he means these words to represent verifiable
reports about things that happened in the world.275

272. The “conclusory,” “principal architect,” and “instrumental” allegations appear in the
paragraphs describing the parties, and the “well-pleaded” allegations describing the arrests and
detentions immediately follow in the Statement of Facts. First Am. Compl. ¶¶ 10, 11, 47, 69,
Elmaghraby v. Ashcroft, No. 04 CV 1809 JG SMG, 2005 WL 2375202 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 27,
2005) (No. 04 CV 1809) 2004 WL 3756442. Also in the Statement of Facts are the “general
allegations” regarding Ashcroft and Mueller’s knowledge and approval of the policy as well
as the allegedly discriminatory nature of their acts. Id. ¶¶ 195–98.
273. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 681 (alterations in original) (quoting First Am. Compl. at ¶ 47,
Elmaghraby, 2005 WL 2375202).
274. Id. (alterations in original) (quoting First Am. Compl. at ¶ 69, Elmaghraby, 2005 WL
2375202).
275. Indeed, the dissent pointed out as much without using speech act theory, observing
that “the statements it selects [as] conclusory cannot be squared with its treatment of certain
other allegations in the complaint as nonconclusory.” Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 699 (Souter, J.,
dissenting). For example, why isn’t the assertion that Ashcroft and Mueller “approved” a
policy conclusory? After all, one could drill down and ask exactly what form the approval
took. A signature? An official memo expressing approval? An oral command? And under the
majority’s theory of Bivens intent, “approval” of a discriminatory policy would seem a pivotal
fact proving purposeful discrimination—one that requires a level of factual specificity to merit
the truth assumption. Likewise, the rhetorical characterization that the policy was “highly
restrictive” parallels the function of “instrumental” in reference to Mueller’s policy
implementing role. To the extent that the policy’s restrictiveness evinces proof of
discriminatory disparate treatment, unearthing the specific underlying facts seems no less
essential than pinning down Mueller’s precise role in implementing the policy.
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Instead of attending to this communicative context, the Court imposed context
external to the pleading conversation—context that the Court deemed important in
light of its own judicial experience:
It should come as no surprise that a legitimate policy directing law
enforcement to arrest and detain individuals because of their suspected
link to the attacks would produce a disparate, incidental impact on Arab
Muslims, even though the purpose of the policy was to target neither
Arabs nor Muslims. On the facts respondent alleges the arrests Mueller
oversaw were likely lawful and justified by his nondiscriminatory intent
to detain aliens who were illegally present in the United States and who
had potential connections to those who committed terrorist acts. As
between that “obvious alternative explanation” for the arrests, and the
purposeful invidious discrimination respondent asks us to infer,
discrimination is not a plausible conclusion.276
Here the Court tipped its normative hand.277 Pronouncing the non-discriminatory
purpose of the detention policy, and calling it “likely lawful and justified,” the Court
transferred the truth assumption away from facts the pleader alleged to facts it
injected into the complaint. In doing so, the Court relinquished its normative
commitment to pleading as a nominal sorting mechanism rather than a merits screen.
b. Forgetting Fair Notice and Forcing Dismissal
The above analysis shows that the “principal architect/instrumental” allegations,
as illocutionary assertives, merited Rule 8’s truth assumptions. But in the pleading
sufficiency review, those same allegations should also have counted, along with the
“conclusory” intent allegation, towards fair notice. That vital component of the
pleading sufficiency inquiry seems to have escaped the Court’s own notice. Under
Conley, Swierkiewicz, and Rule 8, functional fair notice analysis considers
everything articulated in the complaint along with the information the defendant
already has and asks whether the complaint affords uptake of the plaintiff’s claim
and the grounds on which it rests. Recall that Conley’s generalized but assertive
allegations that the union did “nothing to protect” black employees’ jobs and
grievances still gave the defendant the essential data supporting the plaintiff’s
discrimination theory—and certainly enough to distinguish that theory of recovery
from others—especially since the union knew what its own actions were.278
Swierkiewicz’s generalized but assertive allegations of his “stellar” and “exemplary”
performance likewise secured fair notice uptake when read alongside more specific
allegations about personnel changes and dates and the legal contentions specifying
age and national origin theories of discrimination.279

276. Id. at 682 (majority opinion) (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted).
277. These allegations were admittedly less central to the claims against Ashcroft and
Mueller because they focus on arrest and designation for detention rather conditions of
confinement.
278. See supra Section II.B.1.
279. See supra Section II.B.2.
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If Iqbal’s three “conclusory” allegations were re-introduced into the sufficiency
inquiry and run through this analysis, they, too, would achieve fair notice uptake and
assertive perlocutionary effects. The following would be considered as a coherent
narrative, starting with the two allegations that the Court was willing to assume true:
(1) the FBI rounded up thousands of Arab Muslim men immediately after September
11th, many of whom were designated “high interest” for ADMAX SHU detention,
and (2) Ashcroft and Mueller approved a highly restrictive detention policy for these
high interest detainees in discussions following September 11th. Now, adding back
in the “conclusory” allegations: (3) Ashcroft was the “principal architect” of the
detention policy; (4) Mueller was “instrumental” in adopting and implementing it;
and (5) Ashcroft and Mueller “knew of, condoned, and willfully and maliciously
agreed” to these restrictive detention conditions “solely on account of [the
detainees’] religion, race, and/or national origin.”280 The dissent said it best: when
considered in context of the entire complaint rather than “in isolation,” these
allegations achieve fair notice uptake.281 They provide the defendants with the
essential factual data tied to Iqbal’s discrimination theories: that the two men “knew
of, condoned, and willfully and maliciously agreed” to subject Iqbal and his fellow
Muslim detainees to a “particular, discrete, discriminatory policy detailed in the
complaint” and “helped to create that discriminatory policy” in the first place.282
Because the complaint described the discriminatory features of the policy and the
two men’s generative and operational roles concerning it, Ashcroft and Mueller
could not possibly remain uninformed in a fair notice sense, intimately familiar as
they were with their own actions. The same is true of these allegations’ collective
perlocutionary effects, which are sufficient to prompt factual denials about these
officials’ level of involvement and the policy’s content. Iqbal’s operative allegations,
then, were not entirely conclusory; they alleged the relevant factual data under the
complaint’s legal theory.
IV. RIGHTING THE PATH OF PLEADING DOCTRINE
In the end, Iqbal changed the Court’s rhetorical stance towards pleading as a
communication, altered the truth assumption equation, and shelved fair notice as a
practical matter. These changes were not merely theoretical or doctrinal; they drove
the result in Iqbal’s case and have in many more.283 This Part explains how a speech
act-theoretic approach can save other complaints from the same fate with an
analytically grounded, communicative meaning-centered understanding of which
allegations should be deemed “conclusory” and which should not. This approach
avoids externally driven assessments of pleader meaning, shores up pre-Iqbal
instability, and stays true to the FRCP’s normative pleading commitments. To
illustrate these advantages of a speech act-theoretic approach, this Part first

280. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 669 (quoting First Am. Compl. at ¶ 96, Elmaghraby v. Ashcroft,
No. 04 CV 1809 JG SMG, 2005 WL 2375202 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 27, 2005) (No. 04 CV 1809)
2004 WL 3756442).
281. Id. at 698 (Souter, J., dissenting).
282. Id. (emphasis added).
283. See supra notes 15–20.
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differentiates it from the major legal-theoretic approaches to defining or managing
the “conclusory” conundrum. It then applies the approach to a paradigm case.
A. The Comparative Advantages of a Speech Act-Theoretic Approach
The scholarship pegging Iqbal’s “conclusory” analysis as its most confounding
aspect addresses the problem in two primary ways: efforts to define conclusory284
and efforts to minimize or avoid its impact with litigation strategies or rule
changes.285 This Article takes the former approach, using the analytical framework
of speech act theory devised in Section I.A. To show how and why these analytical
tools work for setting the contours for the “conclusory” analysis, it is important both
to distinguish and to describe the advantages of the speech act-theoretic approach
over previous legal theory efforts. Those efforts fall roughly into five categories:
lexical, sensory perceptible, transactional, inferential chains, and textual interpretive.
1. The Lexical Approach
The lexical approach, advanced by Professor Donald Kochan, thoroughly reviews
the historical usage of “conclusory” and encourages legal lexicographers to craft
more useful definitions for navigating the post-Iqbal terrain.286 He concludes that,
currently, the “‘conclusory’ prong has a low degree of predictability in its application
and is largely subject to judicial interpretation of pleadings on a highly
individualized, judge-specific, and case-by-case basis.”287 To ameliorate the
uncertainty, he advocates mining the word’s meaning by analogical reasoning from
past cases.288 Ultimately, Professor Kochan concludes that those cases have used
“conclusory” in similarly subjective and indeterminate ways, forecasting that “the
first prong of Iqbal will likely remain unpredictable as currently stated.”289
This assessment is true of any “conclusory” definition that assesses meaning from
the outside in. Lexicographers and judges trying to apply a standard definition will
continue to run up against the problem that an allegation’s conclusoriness is context
dependent. The same words in an allegation can reflect a pleader’s efforts to
represent facts or to ascribe legal responsibility, depending on the legal theory and

284. See infra notes 274–314.
285. See, e.g., Clermont & Yeazell, supra note 155, at 854–59 (exploring potential
amendments to Rules 8 and 9 and discovery gatekeeping mechanisms); Hartnett, Twombly
Update, supra note 13, at 51–53 (proposing an amendment to Rule 12 incorporating as a
dismissal standard Rule 11(b)(3)’s allegations “likely to have evidentiary support after a
reasonable opportunity for discovery”); Bone, supra note 8, at 861, 869–70 (arguing that the
conclusory prong collapses into a single plausibility prong).
286. Kochan, supra note 2, at 215 (“[T]he inclusion of ‘conclusory’ and its proper
definition are long overdue and should be demanded of dictionaries, both legal and general.
Lawyers need the word and are using it despite suboptimal inclusion or support for its use in
reference books.”). Professor Kochan also provides an excellent review of the literature on
“conclusory.” See id. at 253–62.
287. Id. at 221.
288. Id.
289. Id. at 222.
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the communicative context. Lexicographers cannot account for these contextdependent meanings, and while analogical reasoning injects context, it is still
judicially driven context rather than party-conversational context. Thus, while the
lexical approach goes as far as possible in a purely definitional sense, it looks past
communicative meaning and leaves indeterminacy in its wake.290
2. The Sensory-Perceptible Approach
The sensory-perceptible approach, articulated by Professor Stephen Brown, has
two components. Under that approach, an allegation will escape the “conclusory”
designation if it: (1) can be perceived by any of the five senses and (2) is pled as
though it was directly perceived by someone.291 The first requirement explains
Iqbal’s differentiation of the “conclusory” discriminatory intent allegations from the
“non-conclusory” allegations recounting the FBI’s arrests of Muslim men and
Ashcroft and Mueller’s approval of a “highly restrictive” detention policy for these
“high interest” detainees in discussions.”292 One can literally see and hear arrests,
detentions, and conversations, but one cannot see or hear the discriminatory state of
mind attributed to Ashcroft and Mueller.293 Even if an allegation is sensory
perceptible, it will still be “conclusory” under the second component if the plaintiff
pleads facts as if they were not directly perceived—such as Twombly’s “conclusory”
allegation of a contract or agreement.294 Missing there were specifics about directly
perceptible meetings or discussions leading to the agreement.295 On both prongs, the
judge is the arbiter of meaning (couched as a judgment about the claim’s factual
basis),296 acting as “a neutral third-party that simply evaluates a plaintiff’s ability to
predict her own likelihood of success”—whether it “will likely have evidentiary
support.”297
The sensory-perceptible test explains the treatment of some conclusory
allegations in Iqbal but not others. Sensory perceptibility does not explain why it is

290. Id. at 249–50 (“‘Conclusory’ may be a term that evades neutral or principled
definitional application. It may be nothing more than something that litigants aspire against
without knowing entirely how to avoid.”).
291. Brown, supra note 25, at 1288–92.
292. Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 669 (2009).
293. Brown, supra note 25, at 1289 (observing that these state of mind allegations are only
“indirectly perceptible,” because “[o]ne can try to understand Ashcroft’s intent by what one
hears him saying, or what one sees him doing, but one cannot perceive what his motivation
is”). Professor Brown explains that intent cannot be pleaded directly with sensory-perceptible
allegations and that pleaders must get around this problem with allegations about what a
defendant said and did to shed light on his motivations. Id. at 1290.
294. Id. at 1290–91.
295. Professor Brown points out that the plaintiffs would likely have made this cut had
they alleged, “[T]he CEOs of each of the [ILECs] reserved a private room at a high-priced
restaurant in Bermuda in January 1996, and then alleged a second-by-second transcript of
exactly what was said by whom at the meeting as they hatched their conspiratorial regime.”
Id. at 1291 (alterations in original) (quoting Steinman, supra note 13, at 1318 n.149).
296. Id. at 1301 (characterizing the judge’s assessment as one in which the plaintiff “may
have a claim but has no reason to think so”).
297. Id. at 1268.
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“conclusory” to say that Ashcroft was the “principal architect” of a restrictive
detention policy and Mueller was “instrumental” in adopting and implementing it.
These phrases are rhetorical rather than plainly descriptive, but they still refer to
actions and conditions that can be and could have been directly perceived. And if
these allegations are true, someone did perceive Ashcroft and Mueller’s actions and
decisions with their eyes and ears. These paragraphs in the complaint, which plead
someone’s direct perceptions, are thus qualitatively different from the Twombly
assertions of a contract or agreement. In addition, the sensory-perceptible test still
presents challenges for plaintiff-defendant information asymmetry, particularly
regarding intent. Unless the plaintiff could, consistent with Rule 11’s evidentiary
support requirement, allege specific words and acts that reflect a defendant’s
discriminatory state of mind—unlikely in Iqbal’s case and others, given that many
discriminators veil their intentions—the plaintiff could not state a claim with a
required element of intent.298 Thus, the sensory-perceptible test runs up against
Iqbal’s more expansive conception of “conclusory” factual contentions and the
inherent challenges of ethically but specifically pleading mindset.
3. The Transactional Approach
As part of an overall project to reconcile Twombly and Iqbal with notice pleading,
Professor Adam Steinman advocates a transactional approach.299 Rejecting the
notion that a well-pleaded fact requires evidentiary support a la code pleading and
contending that “conclusory” can be interpreted consistently with notice pleading,300
Steinman proposes that allegations pass the “conclusory” test if they form a
“transactional narrative, that is, an identification of the real-world acts or events
underlying the plaintiff’s claim.”301 Under this view, “[i]t is permissible to allege a
characteristic of a transaction in conclusory terms, as long as the complaint identifies
the core content of the transaction itself.”302 Steinman explains that this test

298. Professor Brown acknowledges that plaintiffs may not always have access to such
information and to that end proposes accompanying state of mind allegations with Rule
11(b)(3)’s “likely to have evidentiary support” language because the plaintiff will generally
have some reason to believe that the defendant operated with a discriminatory state of mind.
Id. at 1297 (quoting FED. R. CIV. P. 11). But those reasons may not always be reducible to
sensory-perceptible allegations. And when, as in Iqbal, the sensory-perceptible facts
supporting intent equally support an alternative mindset (e.g., the same act of restrictively
confining Arab Muslims could reflect either discriminatory targeting or “legal” law
enforcement profiling), the sensory-perceptible test will not necessarily distinguish the
difference. There is scholarly debate over whether Rule 11(b)(3) can be used to support
sufficiency rather than to support substantiation. Compare id. at 1298–99, with Steinman,
supra note 13, at 1331.
299. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1334; Steinman, Rise and Fall, supra note 14, at 353–54.
300. As Steinman explains, “Any approach to pleading that permits a court to disregard
allegations that lack some information the court deems necessary can be couched in terms of
notice. To say that an allegation is ‘conclusory’ because it lacks X is no different than saying
that ‘fair notice’ requires the defendant to be informed of X.” Steinman, supra note 13, at 1325
(emphasis in original); Steinman, Rise and Fall, supra note 14, at 352.
301. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1334; Steinman, Rise and Fall, supra note 14, at 353.
302. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1342 (emphasis in original). Steinman explains that this
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reconciles the former Form 11’s brief negligence complaint and Swierkiewicz with
Twombly and Iqbal.303 Form 11 “concretely identifie[d] the liability-generating
event: the defendant negligently driving his car against the plaintiff.”304 Swierkiewicz
“also provides a straightforward transactional narrative: the plaintiff was employed
by the defendant and he was fired because of his age (fifty-three) and national origin
(Hungarian).”305 In contrast, neither the Twombly nor the Iqbal complaints alleged
the real-world events underneath the contentions of discrimination and conspiracy.306
It is true that the Iqbal complaint did not attribute, in a transactionally specific
way, invidious motives to Ashcroft and Mueller in adopting and implementing the
detention policy; that was attributed in the broader allegation that the two acted
“solely on account of” race, religion, and national origin. But the transactional
narrative test does not explain the two most troubling—and decisive—“conclusory”
designations in Iqbal. As explained above, the “principal architect” and
“instrumental” allegations also named the actors and the policy. And when read in
context with other real-world events pled in the complaint, these allegations do
identify “the core content of the transaction itself”—namely, Ashcroft’s decisionmaking role regarding the policy and Mueller’s involvement in making it operational
at ADMAX SHU.307 The transactional approach also runs into the same level of
generality problem as the lexical and sensory perceptible approaches. For example,
Swierkiewicz provides an adequate transactional narrative for a discriminatory
termination as long as the allegations of the plaintiff’s “satisfactory” or “stellar”
performance are taken as true. But it is difficult to see why assertions of good
performance can help build a transactional narrative while allegations that one actor
was the “principal architect” of a policy and another was “instrumental” in its
implementation cannot.
Professor Steinman acknowledges that there may not be a precise formula for an
adequate transactional narrative,308 and that “the line-drawing challenge is

interpretation of “conclusory” reflects Twombly and Iqbal’s seeming doubt about whether
those complaints’ allegations were, in fact, grounded in real-world events. Id. at 1299, 1328–
33.
303. Steinman also explains that the transactional narrative approach to conclusory squares
with Dura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005), a securities fraud case
decided in the interval between Swierkiewicz and Twombly. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1334.
That case refused to grant the truth assumption to an allegation that plaintiffs had “suffered
damages” because they paid artificially inflated prices for the defendant’s stock. Dura Pharm.,
Inc., 544 U.S. at 347. This was not an issue of pure over generality but rather the pleader’s
choice of supporting specifics. Foreshadowing Twombly, the Court reasoned that artificially
inflated prices alone do not translate to economic losses; the pleader was missing additional
links in the causal chain. Id. at 342–48. Steinman identifies that missing transactional narrative
event: the movement of prices following the defendant’s misrepresentation. Steinman, supra
note 13, at 1335.
304. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1335.
305. Id. at 1336.
306. Id. at 1336–39.
307. See Meier, supra note 12, at 762–63 (contending that these allegations are
transactionally sufficient under a Bivens theory).
308. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1336.
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unavoidable.”309 That is because real-world events can be described specifically or
generally, plainly or metaphorically. Those distinctions should not make a difference
in the truth assumption, as long as the allegations are meant to report facts. But they
manifestly do make a difference under Iqbal and have in many cases afterward. The
transactional test does not provide the analytical tools to decipher when a complaint
pleads the core content of real-world transactions, and it leans too heavily on
gradations of objective linguistic specificity rather than communicative intent.310 As
such, this test, too, leaves open the question of how much specificity is enough.311
4. A Second Transactional Approach Contrasted from an Inferential Chain
Approach
In contrast to Professor Steinman, Professor Meier rejects Iqbal as fundamentally
inconsistent with pleading precedent. He first defines “conclusory” as used in Iqbal
and legal circles generally, then differentiates it from the transactionally based
assessment that he says should drive the analysis of sufficiency.312 Meier sees
“conclusory” and “transactional” as analytically distinct concepts, which he contrasts
from Steinman’s use of “transactional” to circumscribe conclusory.”313 But first
Meier explains how Iqbal adopted a “conclusory” reading of Twombly, and in doing
so deals directly with Iqbal’s general versus specific factual contention split. Meier’s
premise is that Twombly was a factual specificity case, while Iqbal incorrectly judged
itself so and pinned the “conclusory” label on allegations that in fact had been drafted
with as much factual specificity as possible.314 Meier describes Iqbal’s notion of a
conclusory factual allegation as: “(1) an allegation of fact[;] (2) based on inferences
from other facts[;] (3) whose inferential value is doubted by the audience.”315 The

309. Id. at 1345; see also Steinman, Rise and Fall, supra note 14, at 383.
310. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1339 (“This statement of the claim must be plain: that is,
‘free of impediments to view.’ This means that the operative acts or events must not be
obscured by mere conclusory language.”) (emphasis omitted). The line Steinman draws
between characteristics of a transaction, which can be conclusory, and the “core content of the
transaction itself,” id. at 1342, remains indistinct without analytical tools to reliably
differentiate between the two.
311. Id. at 1344–45 (“The line between allegations that do and do not adequately identify
the underlying acts or events may not always be clear . . . . But uncertainty about how the
federal pleading standard will apply to particular complaints is nothing new.”); see Michael S.
Pardo, Pleadings, Proof, and Judgment: A Unified Theory of Civil Litigation, 51 B.C. L. REV.
1451, 1495 (2010) (acknowledging that Steinman’s approach is provocative and an important
challenge to conventional interpretation but that the transactional interpretation “does not
stand up to close scrutiny”; “anyone reading either complaint would know to what real world
events the plaintiffs are referring: an agreement not to compete in Bell Atlantic and a policy to
discriminate in Iqbal.”).
312. Meier, supra note 12, at 741–62.
313. Id. at 762.
314. Id. at 730–31, 755–56.
315. Id. at 748. As Meier explains, “the problematic allegations in both Twombly and Iqbal
were obviously factual assertions, despite language in both opinions describing the allegations
as legal conclusions.” Id. at 750. He also contends that the allegations of discriminatory
mindset in Iqbal were factual, alleging something believed to have “occurred in the real world:
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first point depends on the intent of the pleader, as well as the legal theory context,
which can render the same allegations either factual or legal in their thrust.316 This is
consistent with the FRCP’s communication-focused rhetorical stance as well as a
speech act-theoretic view: “[I]n most instances it is clear whether the drafter intended
to make a factual or legal assertion.”317
From there Meier confirms that this conventional definition departs from speaker
communicative meaning. Requirements (2) and (3) are driven by external notions of
whether facts are drawn from inferences and the degree of audience doubt. In
particular, requirement (2) sees “conclusory” allegations as following “an established
pattern, wherein Fact A is presumed from the existence of Facts B and C.”318 Whether
factual contentions depend on inferences from other facts goes back to the judge’s
view of their generality, which should not matter for purposes of the truth
assumption. Requirement (3) directly pits the pleader’s meaning against the judge’s
perception, with the latter being decisive: “The term conclusory will only arise in the
context of pleadings, then, when the person reading the pleading disagrees with the
factual inferences that the pleader believes are warranted.”319 To a large degree,
under requirements (2) and (3), conclusoriness is in the eye of the beholder rather
than the meaning of the pleader.320 Meier thus demonstrates how even a more
granular legal theory understanding of Iqbal invites indeterminacy and judicial
omniscience back into the “conclusory” equation.
Ultimately, Professor Meier advocates a different approach, but one in which
outsider-imposed meaning remains focal. He takes issue with Iqbal’s “conclusory”
interpretation of Twombly, and would not read it as the trigger for plausibility
analysis.321 Consistent in some respects with Professor Steinman,322 Professor Meier
advocates for a “transactional” interpretation under which allegations pled with as
much factual specificity as possible given informational constraints would withstand

that the defendants had acted on the basis of a discriminatory purpose.” Id. at 750.
316. Id. at 748–50.
317. Id. at 750 (emphasis added).
318. Id. at 751.
319. Id. at 752.
320. Id. (“Because the determination of whether certain facts follow from other facts is
based on real-world experience and observation, it should come as no surprise that people will
frequently disagree as to whether an inference is warranted or ‘conclusory.’”). Another strand
of the inference based approach to defining “conclusory” is advanced by Professor Edward
Hartnett. He adopts Charles Clark’s position that a pleader must offer more than “the final
and ultimate conclusion which the court is to make in deciding the case for him . . . . Such an
allegation is not itself assumed to be true, but must be supported by the pleader going a ‘step
further back’ and alleging the basis from which this conclusion follows.” Hartnett, supra note
152, at 491 (quoting CHARLES E. CLARK, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF CODE PLEADING 231 (2d
ed. 1947)). This is consistent with Conley and Swierkiewicz, but, as Professor Kochan points
out, “still leaves courts with the task of distinguishing between a conclusion and a basis.”
Kochan, supra note 2, at 254. Without analytical tools to determine what qualifies as a far
enough back step, the definitional instability that led to Iqbal’s truth assumption slide remains.
321. See Meier, supra note 12, at 755–62. Indeed, he advocates outright for Iqbal’s reversal
on these grounds. Id. at 760.
322. The two are consistent in their transactional focus but differ in their take on the role
of “conclusory” in the plausibility analysis. Id. at 762–63.
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a motion to dismiss.323 This “transactional” reading is analytically and practically
superior to the “conclusory” reading and would have saved Mr. Iqbal’s complaint.324
But a “transactional” reading of factual sufficiency, even one tied to the plaintiff’s
access to information, keeps the focus on outsider-determined meaning by relying
on existing legal definitions of transactional.325 Centering on what the pleader could
do with specificity rather than what she means to communicate downplays the role
of communicative intent that is so central to functional fair notice.
5. The Textual Interpretive Method
A fifth method of managing Iqbal embraces it as path marking a return to textual
interpretive methods for scrutinizing complaints. Proposed by Professor Karen
Petroski, this method does not center on the conclusory prong as a distinct
requirement but sees plausibility as a one-step interpretive task. Professor Petroski
contends that the real battle in Twombly and Iqbal was fought over divergent
approaches to textual interpretation and its role in pleading review.326 The Justices
did not speak in those terms, influenced as they are by a “procedural vision that
represses the role that textual interpretation plays in the early stages of civil
litigation”327—a vision traceable to Charles Clark’s “distaste for questions of verbal
meaning.”328 Petroski argues that Clark’s version of pragmatism and emphasis on
judicial discretion in pleading review breeds more indeterminacy than early twentieth
century pragmatism and some modern pragmatic views, which embrace more
predictable, structured methods of textual interpretation for complaints.329 She

323. Id. at 752, 756–58.
324. Id. at 759, 763–64.
325. Id. at 759 (“Adopting the transactional understanding of Twombly introduces a
method for measuring factual specificity which is consistent with the overall thrust of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (which lean heavily on the notion of a ‘transaction’ or
‘occurrence’) and which is analytically sound in the sense that it accurately measures the factor
under consideration.”).
326. Petroski, supra note 14, at 434.
327. Id. at 434.
328. Id. at 440; see supra note 164 and accompanying text.
329. To this end, Professor Petroski discusses scientist and philosopher Charles S. Peirce’s
original pragmatist vision and his conception of meaning, which she ultimately ties to
structured methods of textual interpretation. Petroski, supra note 14, at 441–46. In the early
twentieth century, Peirce developed a tripartite sign-based conception of meaning: (1) the sign
itself; (2) the object to which the sign refers (referent); and (3) the “interpretant,” or how we
understand the relationship between sign and object. Id. at 443. Peirce believed the interpretant
gave his theory the quality of intersubjectivity, because it captured “predictable regularity,
intelligibility, and meaning” in human mediation between sign and referent—as in a driver’s
predictable braking at a stop sign. Id. at 443–45. In this way, Petroski argues, Peirce’s approach
produces a more principled, predictable understanding of textual meaning because it “should
usually be possible to mediate between different judgments by enlarging the interpreters’
frames of reference,” “tapping into preexisting regularity.” Id. at 451. This stands in contrast
to “correspondence theories of meaning,” which reduce meaning “to communicative intention,
or, alternatively, to some state of affairs (a referent) in the world,” opening the door to more
subjective understandings of text. Id. at 444–50. To a degree, speech act theory, equating
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contends that the latter reflects what judges often are, and should be, doing with
complaints and squares with Iqbal’s conception of plausibility.330 She explains how
Iqbal’s analysis followed an interpretive pattern typical of many district courts, who
in their active assessment and quotation of complaints’ allegations, create stable
interpretive markers for the meaning of complaint text.331
Professor Petroski’s pitch for interpretive methods to assess plausibility presents
a provocative and insightful take on the received wisdom of the historical narrative
on pleading. And it brings to bear a host of familiar analytical tools for understanding
the meaning of a pleader’s words, limiting the potential for instability and
unpredictability.332 But this approach runs up against the FRCP’s normatively rooted
communicative approach to pleading, elevating outsider-imposed meaning over what
the pleader means to say and what the defendant understands.333 Petroski’s view is
that the complaint should be assessed as a series of “verbal propositions”—
propositions that a judge should interpret holistically with external metrics of
meaning—rather than as a narrative “directly reflecting or somehow constituting
facts in the world.”334 This departs from the role of the truth assumption that has
driven pleading review since the FRCP’s enactment, and stands in tension with what
pleading’s constitutive rules and speech act theory’s regulative rules put front and
center: whether an allegation means to report or means to accuse.
6. Comparison to a Speech Act-Theoretic Approach
In the end, what unites these five legal-theoretic approaches is the quality that
distinguishes a speech act-theoretic approach: an emphasis on external construction
of meaning versus party driven communicative meaning. The first four approaches
do acknowledge that the parties’ communicative meaning and grasp are relevant to
legal sufficiency. But none make it the touchstone for the truth assumption, and all
acknowledge a large degree of lingering indeterminacy in the
“conclusory”/“nonconclusory” classification.335 The approach with the greatest

meaning with communicative intention as it does, fits this bill. But Petroski acknowledges that
it is the latter theory of meaning, with its focus on communicative intention and “the facts
presumed to lie behind th[e] text,” which prevailed with Clark and the FRCP’s philosophy. Id.
at 444–45.
330. Id. at 454.
331. Id.
332. Id. at 455. Professor Petroski ends her article with several interpretive methods that
could be employed in thinking “critically about the plausibility standard in a structured way,”
including methods of gap filling in contract law and superfluity in legislative and
administrative interpretation along with principles of deference borrowed from administrative
law. Id. at 455–65.
333. See infra note 329 and accompanying text.
334. Petroski, supra note 14, at 448–49.
335. See, e.g., Kochan, supra note 2, at 262 (evaluating several of these approaches and
concluding that each is “helpful but not sufficient. While each underscores that something
more than a statement of conclusion is required after Iqbal, none gives any concrete measure
by which a litigator can be confident he has gone far enough beyond the conclusion to meet
the new minimum.”).
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potential for determinacy, the textual interpretive method, also reflects the most
outside-in view of meaning.
A speech act-theoretic approach, in contrast, views pleading as a conversation and
allegations as communication, with functional fair notice as the communicative
objective. Distinct from legal theory approaches, which grapple with but leave intact
Iqbal’s new tier of conclusory factual contentions, a speech act-theoretic approach
rejects Iqbal’s equivalence of “conclusory” factual and legal contentions and reduces
indeterminacy with three analytical tools for assessing the communicative thrust of
allegations in a complaint. First, these tools assess the pleader’s communicative
meaning (a.k.a. illocutionary force), as defined by illocutionary point, direction of
fit, and sincerity conditions. Second, these tools examine defendant impact, both in
the illocutionary dimension of uptake and the perlocutionary dimension of
anticipated response. Third, these tools consider the context surrounding the
complaint’s allegations and the defendant’s information stores, along with the
institutional context of the claim’s legal requirements. If this set of analytical tools
shows that the pleader’s allegation is making an assertive report of facts—specific
or general, rhetorical or descriptive—it is granted the assumption of truth. If these
tools reveal that the pleader’s allegation aims to accuse—that is, to ascribe legal
responsibility and ask the court for a directive imposing that responsibility—it is not
presumed true.
As applied to Iqbal’s allegations, these tools make the difference. The speech-acttheoretic approach would accept as true the allegations that Ashcroft was the
“principal architect” of and that Mueller was instrumental in implementing the highly
restrictive confinement policy. Those allegations would risk the conclusory
designation under both the sensory perceptibility and transactional narrative
approaches, which look for more precise linguistic specificity and greater powers of
observation. Those same allegations face a different risk under the lexical approach,
the Meier transactional approach, and the textual interpretive approach—the risk of
an outsider-imposed conclusory label that does not tie the truth assumption to
communicative intent and defendant impact. And as demonstrated in Section III.B,
according the truth assumption to these allegations would have saved Iqbal’s
complaint.
7. Potential Limitations of a Speech Act-Theoretic Approach
This is not to say that a speech act-theoretic approach is a panacea for every ill of
Iqbal. Using the framework’s analytical tools to sort conclusory from well-pleaded
allegations comes with its own challenges—challenges that must be addressed as part
of a larger conversation about bringing theories of meaning to bear on pleading
analysis.
On a broad level, one potential problem with applying speech act theory to
pleading review (and legal theory generally) is that of disciplinary fit. Whenever law
and another discipline are joined to solve a problem, the resulting match can be
uneasy or even unworkable. For speech act theory, this is compounded by the fact
that the Austin-Searle conventional account competes with other speech act-theoretic
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accounts,336 and indeed, other theories of meaning.337 Setting aside the inherent
problems of choice, conventional speech act theory, built in layers over time, has
dimensions that a single analytical framework cannot comprehensively account for.
Nonetheless, conventional speech act theory is at least a good, if not perfect, fit for
understanding legal performances in general and the conversational thrust of
allegations in particular. The scholars in both disciplines who have called for
conventional speech act theory’s application across legal domains and over time
recognize the defining features that support the theory’s value in understanding law’s
performatives: its well-developed regulative rules for classifying speech acts and its
ability to meld those rules to institutional context that determines which speech acts
“count” and how.338 Those same features shape the speech act framework’s three
analytical tools for assessing allegations.
Despite these compatible features, speech act theory and the law do have different
aims and constituents. Speech act theory’s descriptive methodology strives to
understand everyday conversational speech while legal theory focuses on legal
norms demanding a certain legal practice and use of language.339 In addition, legal
speech acts—and pleading speech acts in particular—reach beyond the immediate
conversational participants to include the mediating judge and the consumers of
written law. While a speech act theoretic approach to pleading review focuses on
party communication, it cannot lose sight of these participants, particularly given the
FRCP’s commitment to judicial power and discretion.340 The framework’s solution
is to leave each theory to what it does best. The framework is grounded in the legal
pleading norms of functional fair notice and the “conclusory” well-pleaded allegation
distinction that drives the truth assumption. Within this normative universe, speech
act theory’s three analytical tools operate to help judges and litigants and readers of
law make better sense of what pleaders are doing with their allegations. Specifically,
those tools help legal system participants to discern when allegations are reporting

336. See supra note 65.
337. See, e.g., PAUL GRICE, STUDIES IN THE WAY OF WORDS (1989) (developing Grice’s
conversational theory of implicature and his general philosophy of language); Brian N. Larson,
Bridging Rhetoric and Pragmatics with Relevance Theory, in RELEVANCE AND IRRELEVANCE:
THEORIES, FACTORS, AND CHALLENGES 69 (Jan Strassheim & Hisashi Nasu eds., 2018)
(discussing relevance theory and its relationship to rhetoric and pragmatics); Petroski, supra
note 14, at 441–51 (discussing Peirce’s philosophy of meaning).
338. See supra notes 36–62.
339. RUITER, supra note 30, at 41; see Jacqueline Visconti, Speech Acts in Legal Language:
Introduction, 41 J. PRAGMATICS 393, 397 (2009) (emphasizing the need for speech act analysis
of legal verbal performances to account for “features of the relevant legal system, the social
status of speaker/writer and addressee, [and] issues of power and politeness”); see also
Charnock, supra note 30, at 417 (discussing the need for speech act analysis to account for
law’s power conferring and constitutive rules, and to properly account for normativity, not just
performativity).
340. See Charles E. Clark, The Cause of Action, 82 U. PA. L. REV. 354, 362 (1934) (“Court
procedure, to be workable . . . should be operated flexibly by wise administrators exercising
wide discretion.”); Robert G. Bone, Mapping the Boundaries of a Dispute: Conceptions of
Ideal Lawsuit Structure from the Field Code to the Federal Rules, 89 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 98
(1989) (“[J]udicial discretion was the critical mechanism at work in the reformers’ pragmatic
approach.”).
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or accusing, so that those allegations can then be evaluated for their contributions to
fair notice and the truth assumption. In this way, the framework is designed to keep
each theory within its competency and to avoid conflating the descriptive with the
normative.
On an analytical level, classifying allegations under the framework will not
always be an easy matter. Notwithstanding its multiple metrics for distinguishing
assertives and ascriptives, the communicative meaning of some allegations will
undoubtedly remain opaque or will be misapprehended. That is an inherent risk of a
communicative intention-based conception of meaning, at least relative to other
theories of meaning.341 And with this risk comes another: pleaders may “game the
system” by drafting allegations that seem to meet the rules for rhetorical assertives
but really function as ascriptives.342 Such rhetorical allegations may not actually have
factual backing, and not because of information gaps but because those facts do not
exist. Indeed, some may view a communicative intent-driven framework as too
lenient for plaintiffs, running up against the Twombly-Iqbal norm of avoiding
unnecessary discovery costs.343 After all, if the plaintiff’s intent is what matters and
plaintiffs are in the best position to say what their own intent is (an argument that
one can foresee in 12(b)(6) briefing), we are left with no standards at all. Combatting
this subjectivity and manipulation demands vigilance in applying the framework. It
will require a searching evaluation of the metrics for assessing communicative intent,
as well as a rigorous application of the tools less subject to plaintiff control—
communicative impact on the defendant, defendant’s information stores, and
conversational and institutional context.
And then there is the practical question—will courts actually use the framework?
Federal judges are notoriously slow to adopt new analytical schemes, much less
schemes with interdisciplinary grounding. Two notable examples: early judicial
reticence in using the two-step Iqbal framework itself,344 and in the context of
employment discrimination, judges clinging to the McDonnell Douglas framework
for assessing discriminatory intent even when other frameworks are more

341. See supra notes 164, 329 and accompanying text.
342. Moreover, precisely because of law’s power-conferring and constitutive rules,
language used for one purpose at one time may take on new meaning at another. Professor
Petroski’s example of complaint allegations becoming pleading sufficiency “law” by way of
their use in judicial opinions is a prime example of assertives transformed into declaratives.
See Petroski, supra note 14, at 454. One need only look at the many complaints that liberally
mix legal conclusions and factual assertions together to see that the art of drafting may not
always measure up to the speech act theory framework’s analytical assumptions about speech
act distinctiveness.
343. Steinman, supra note 13, at 1351 (“Discovery costs are, however, a crucial part of the
debate over how strict or lenient federal pleading standards ought to be.”); Effron, supra note
14, at 982–83 (citing sources “laud[ing]” the Twombly-Iqbal combination as a “long-overdue
remedy for an ‘explosion’ of expensive litigation.”).
344. Raymond H. Brescia, The Iqbal Effect: The Impact of New Pleading Standards in
Employment and Housing Discrimination Litigation, 100 KY. L.J. 235, 240 (2011) (“[T]he
Court’s approach to assessing plausibility, as utilized in both Twombly and Iqbal, is one that
is rarely used by district courts when dismissing cases for pleading inadequacies.”); id. at 278
(“First and foremost, in over half of the cases reviewed, deciding courts failed to even apply
the plausibility standard in any way whatsoever.”).
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appropriate.345 That reticence is understandable, even rational. District court judges
are on the analytical front lines. They risk reversal and appellate disapproval for
adopting frameworks that have not yet been blessed by higher courts. The speech act
theory framework and its tools, are, however, entrenched in legal theory and pleading
norms. And the first tool’s metrics for assessing communicative intent—
illocutionary point, direction of fit, and sincerity conditions—are conceptually
straightforward and fundamentally an exercise in analyzing language, a task with
which federal judges are well acquainted. The second and third tools simply focus
courts more intently on what pleading review has required all along. Finally, the
speech act theory framework meets a real analytical need, which can be a strong
incentive for adoption. The framework blends greater stability with clearer analytical
markers for the “conclusory” well-pleaded allegation analysis while staying true to
pleading’s essentially communicative nature. The next Section illustrates how an
enterprising litigator and a willing judge could put the framework to use.
B. The Speech Act Theory Approach Illustrated: Riley v. Vilsack
This Section applies the framework to a thoughtful and well-reasoned post-Iqbal
decision, which retained some claims and dismissed others. Riley v. Vilsack346 is a
district court decision that grappled with Iqbal’s conclusory prong while maintaining
a communicative focus on pleading review. The court’s analysis, when evaluated
under the speech act theory framework, shows how Rule 8’s broader truth
assumption and functional fair notice can be revived within Iqbal’s constraints. In
Riley, the plaintiff, a sixty-year-old technology specialist, sued the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) for age discrimination, disability discrimination, and
retaliation.347 Riley’s claims stemmed from a job restructuring under the USDA’s348
contract with IBM, under which Riley lost a significant share of his duties.349 Riley’s
complaint alleged that the USDA had contracted with IBM “for the purpose of
outsourcing [plaintiff’s] position.”350 He further stated that the department “targeted
. . . older workers in violation of well-established policies and procedures without
conducting an unbiased financial and civil rights impact analysis.”351 The USDA had
allegedly stated in documents that it wished to bring in “younger highly qualified

345. See, e.g., Walton v. Powell, 821 F.3d 1204, 1210–11 (10th Cir. 2016) (Gorsuch, J.)
(“McDonnell Douglas is properly used only when the plaintiff alleges a ‘single’ unlawful
motive—and not ‘mixed motives’—lurking behind an adverse employment decision . . . . A
potentially crippling limitation [of this framework] given that Title VII’s statutory language
doesn’t ever require plaintiffs to establish more than mixed motives to prevail.”) (emphasis in
original); see also Coleman v. Donahoe, 667 F.3d 835, 863 (7th Cir. 2012) (Wood, J.,
concurring) (“The original McDonnell Douglas decision was designed to clarify and to
simplify the plaintiff’s task in presenting such a case. Over the years, unfortunately, both of
those goals have gone by the wayside.”) (emphasis in original).
346. 665 F. Supp. 2d 994 (W.D. Wis. 2009).
347. Id. at 998.
348. The National Forest Agency is situated within the USDA. Id. at 997–98.
349. Id. at 998.
350. Id.
351. Id.
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professionals” and employed a metaphor contrasting “highly engineered cars”
needing minimal service with older models “that are not as precise and need full
service gas stations.”352 After Riley “began to oppose what he perceived [to be]
discriminatory conduct” in USDA’s job restructuring, he was allegedly labeled a
“troublemaker.”353
Understanding its pleading review to be dictated by Iqbal’s two-step plausibility
analysis, the court first explained that Iqbal yielded little guidance on the meaning
of “conclusory” aside from a complaint’s need to provide “factual context” or
“factual enhancement.”354 The court also reasoned that fair notice survived Iqbal, but
had been augmented by the need for plausibility.355 The court emphasized, however,
that the pleading burden remains low: “So long as the plaintiff avoids using legal or
factual conclusions, any allegations that raise the complaint above sheer speculation
are sufficient.”356 By referencing “factual conclusions,” the court ostensibly accepted
Iqbal’s second tier of conclusory factual allegations. But its understanding of that
tier was decidedly narrow and tethered to the plaintiff and defendant’s information
stores: “[O]nly the defendant knows why he took a particular action and generally
the plaintiff will not have access to a significant amount of circumstantial evidence
proving his claim without discovery . . . . [T]he required ‘factual context’ for the
plaintiff’s claim should be minimal.”357
Addressing Riley’s age discrimination allegations first, the court deemed them
nonconclusory and sufficient to state a plausible claim for intentional discrimination.
Significantly, the court accepted as true that defendants “‘targeted’ for elimination
positions that they knew were filled disproportionately by older workers, that they
violated their own policies and procedures by doing so[,] and that they made
ambiguous statements that could be interpreted as showing a preference for younger
workers.”358 Although Riley pled the “ambiguous” statements specifically, in
crediting the rest of the quoted language, the court extended the truth assumption to
rhetorically framed—even generalized—facts about the USDA’s discriminatorily
motivated restructuring. For example, stating that an employer knowingly “targeted”
older workers’ positions for elimination rhetorically resembles Iqbal’s allegation that
Mueller was “instrumental” in adopting and implementing the ADMAX SHU’s
restrictive detention policy. Both the verb “targeting” and the adjective
“instrumental” carry rhetorical connotations about an actor’s discriminatory mindset
and central role, respectively. Yet Riley could theoretically have specified how the
USDA’s job eliminations revealed age-based “targeting” rather than just disparate
impact, which is not actionable as intentional discrimination, just as Iqbal could
theoretically have specified how Mueller was “instrumental” to the ADMAX SHU
policy. But then these pleaders would have been guessing at specifics to which they
likely had no pre-suit access, without changing the fundamentally assertive nature of
their speech acts, and risking Rule 11 sanctions in the process. Understanding this

352.
353.
354.
355.
356.
357.
358.

Id.
Id. (alteration in original).
Id. at 1003.
Id. at 1002–03 (citing Brooks v. Ross, 578 F.3d 574, 580–81 (7th Cir. 2009)).
Id. at 1003.
Id. at 1005.
Id.
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paradox, the court was willing to view the word “targeting” in context with Riley’s
recounting of the USDA’s “ambiguous” comments to understand that Riley meant
to report real-world conduct deserving of the truth assumption,359 where Iqbal
refused to view “instrumental” as a factual report of conduct that followed Mueller’s
rounding up and confining thousands of Arab Muslims in the most restrictive
conditions. Likewise, Riley’s allegation that the USDA “violated their own policies
and procedures”360 has the ring of an Iqbal-esque “bare” or “naked” assertion. But
the Riley court refused to punish the plaintiff for being rhetorical and took the
allegations for what the pleader meant them to do: report verifiable facts about the
USDA’s inconsistent practices—facts that, taken as true, can support an inference of
discriminatory intent.361
The speech act theory framework’s analytical tools confirm that Riley was right
to take these allegations as assertions and to credit them under Rule 8. Applying the
first tool, what the speaker means to communicate, these allegations have the
illocutionary point, direction of fit, and sincerity conditions characteristic of
assertives, not ascriptives. The statement that the USDA “targeted for elimination
positions that they knew were filled disproportionately by older workers” has a wordto-world direction of fit. This phrase strives to capture historical facts: it describes
the employer’s acts of choosing certain jobs for elimination and the proportion of
older inhabitants in those jobs. Read in context with the Department’s stated desire
for “younger professionals” akin to “highly engineered cars that need very little
service,” this statement also fits the sincerity condition of belief rather than want. At
this point in the complaint, Riley is articulating his beliefs about the truth of the
USDA’s criteria for eliminating jobs (age) and is not yet assigning statutory
responsibility. Likewise, the allegation that the Department “violated their own
policies and procedures” has an assertive illocutionary point. It reports the
department’s standards and past methods for job elimination—conducting a civil
rights impact analysis—juxtaposed against USDA’s failure to do so with this
restructuring. Even though the word “violated” sounds like an accusation, it is not an
ascriptive in the speech act theory sense. That is because a violation of policy is not
synonymous with a violation of law—indeed, the Department’s job elimination
policy and procedure may well have imposed more constraints than the law. Rather,
it aims to describe the “world” by identifying an inconsistency between a policy and
a behavior and conveys a belief that the description is accurate. Read in context, then,
the word “violation” does not transform what is an assertive into an ascriptive, nor a
well-pleaded fact into a “conclusory statement.”
Turning to the second tool, defendant impact, both uptake and perlocutionary
effects confirm these allegations’ assertive force. As Riley explained, these
allegations combined with what the USDA already knew going into the suit
conferred fair notice uptake and begged a factual response:
[W]hen an element of a claim involves the intent of the defendant, the
plaintiff is limited in the facts that he can provide at the pleading stage.
Of course, only the defendant knows why he took a particular action and

359. Id.
360. Id.
361. See id. at 1004–07.
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generally the plaintiff will not have access to a significant amount of
circumstantial evidence proving his claim without discovery. Rule 8
should not be construed in such a way that it provide immunity to all but
the most brazen violators of the law. Thus, in the ordinary discrimination
case, the required “factual context” for the plaintiff’s claim should be
minimal. Although plaintiff’s complaint does not present the most
compelling case of age discrimination, it provides more than just a
conclusory allegation.362
Reinforced by the context of Riley’s surrounding allegations and the defendant’s
own information stores, the targeting and violation allegations supplied the essential
factual data supporting Riley’s age discrimination theory, serving as factual reports
that the defendant would take and respond to as such.363
As for the speech act theory framework’s third tool, context, the court used
institutional context to buttress granting Riley’s allegations the truth assumption.
Refusing the defendant’s attempt to employ summary judgment standards to dismiss
these allegations, the court reasoned that “a more useful analogy” would be Rule 11’s
factual substantiation requirements regarding “reasonable grounds to believe that
discovery will lead to [supporting] evidence.”364 Putting Riley’s allegations in the
Rule 11 substantiation context confirmed their assertive, truth-assumption-meriting
nature. The court also staked these allegations’ truth assumption on the Seventh
Circuit’s post-Twombly discrimination precedent, which reasoned that “a bare
allegation of . . . discrimination may be conclusory, but it is a factual conclusion that
may be difficult to clarify in ‘a short and plain statement.’”365 In sum, a rigorous
application of the speech-act theory framework to Riley’s allegations points squarely
in the assertive, truth-assumption-generating direction.
But speech act theory would arguably go further. Assume for the moment that
Riley had not included the specifics about either the USDA’s desire for younger
professionals or its ageist car maintenance metaphor. Speech act theory would still
treat his targeting and policy violation allegations as assertives. That is because the
theory, focused on function over form, does not recognize Iqbal’s second tier of
conclusory facts. These allegations are as representational and assertive as any other
report of real-world events meeting the belief-based sincerity condition, regardless
of their generality or rhetorical flair. It is not as if in the absence of these underlying
details Riley’s assertive allegations are magically transformed into ascriptives.
Speech act theory’s analytical tools would perceive their illocutionary force and
perlocutionary effects the same way. Thus, from a speech act-theoretic standpoint,
Riley pled even more than he needed to under Iqbal’s first step.

362. Id. at 1005.
363. Id. (“Defendants do not identify any special circumstances in this case that would
require plaintiff to plead more than he has.”); id. at 1006 (reasoning that Riley’s allegations
meet Twombly’s standard: “enough fact[s] to raise a reasonable expectation that discovery will
reveal evidence of liability”) (internal quotations omitted).
364. Id. at 1005–06.
365. Id. at 1001 (citing EEOC v. Concentra Health Servs., Inc., 496 F.3d 773, 779 (7th Cir.
2007) (emphasis omitted)).
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In contrast to Riley’s age discrimination assertives stand his disability allegations,
which the court properly regarded as conclusory—even under the most generous
interpretation of pre-plausibility precedent.366 Riley’s Americans With Disabilities
Act (ADA) theory was that the USDA failed to accommodate his spinal injuryprecipitated sensory deficit condition. But the complaint contained no assertives
about accommodations that the USDA requested or refused.367 It did not even present
such information in generalized or rhetorical terms, leaving only the elementtracking allegation that the USDA “failed to accommodate plaintiff’s disability with
the intention to force him into early retirement.”368 The first five words are an
ascriptive assigning responsibility for violating a provision of the ADA.369 Unlike
Riley’s age-targeting and policy-violating allegations, whose representational thrust
and surrounding context signaled their assertive point, “defendant failed to
accommodate plaintiff’s disability” has neither referential content nor surrounding
context from which to discern any facts about accommodation-related happenings.
Although the allegation’s next phrase, “by forcing him into early retirement,” is an
assertive describing real-world events, that factual content does not cure the pleading
insufficiency under the ADA’s constitutive rules. It simply identifies a motive for the
USDA’s failure to accommodate rather than the events showing a failure to
accommodate.370 In contrast to Riley’s age discrimination allegations, the
surrounding context and the ADA’s constitutive rules reveal the disability
discrimination allegations to be an ascriptive, to which the truth assumption was
properly denied.
CONCLUSION
Iqbal remains a confounding decision, burdening judges and litigators with an
unheard-of analytical prong driven by an indeterminate word. That word,
“conclusory,” remains an enigma with the potential for continued confusion and
movement away from the FRCP’s commitments to functional fair notice and a
communication-based truth assumption. So far, the Supreme Court has not pushed

366. The court also dismissed Riley’s retaliation allegations, which consisted of a single
sentence stating, “when he and other workers began to oppose what he perceived [to be]
discriminatory conduct on the part of defendant’s actions, the defendant began a campaign of
retaliation which included, but was not limited to label[ing] him and others as ‘trouble makers’
for opposing the outsourcing plan.” Id. at 1008. Here, the problem was not one of conclusory
pleading but rather failing to plead the adverse employment action element of a retaliation
claim. Id. at 1008–09.
367. The only reference to an accommodation was one the employer had granted—
providing Riley with voice recognition software to perform “work-related duties” for the
USDA. Id. at 998.
368. Id. at 1007.
369. See 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(5)(A) (defining discrimination to include “not making
reasonable accommodations to the known physical or mental limitations of an otherwise
qualified individual with a disability who is an applicant or employee”).
370. Even the EEOC decision attached to Riley’s complaint failed to supply the missing
factual data, recounting how his job became more difficult after the restructuring without
mentioning any accommodations requested or refused. Riley, 665 F. Supp. 2d at 1008
(reasoning that Riley must “at least explain what defendants did wrong”).
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further in that direction, but it has not backtracked either. Lower courts are still
floundering, and commentators are still criticizing. The speech act-theoretic
approach explored in this Article offers a potential solution to this conclusory
conundrum. It operates within law’s constitutive rules to tether Iqbal’s novel prong
to well-established analytical tools for assessing the communicative meaning and
effects of a complaint’s allegations. Equipped to understand allegations’ true roles in
the pleading conversation, parties, judges, and consumers of law can predict and
judge which ones merit the truth assumption and which ones do not.

